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LET ua remind you .
once more that it is
time for you to buy
those Christmas pres-
ents,
FAI R weather with
little change In tem-
perature
" I 1 ' I WW 1I I V IIs the weath-
er
fcijm)rvr-''lJwniii- " m ftr VtoJ amiforecast for tonight
and Saturday.
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FLIRTING WITH GERMANY '
LA VETA MURDERS
INVESTIGATION
TAMPICO SAID TO
HAVE FALLEN
TODAY
STOLEN WORK OF
A MASTER IS
FOUND (
Waiting for Reinforcements
Presidio, Tex., Deo. 12. The situa-
tion at Ojinaga, Mexico, on the bor-
der where the federal troops have
concentrated, today was one of pa-
tient waiting in anticipation of a
rebel attack. Rebel bands were re-
ported to be increasing in numbers
outside the village, but were believed
to be waiting for reinforcements
which General Francisco Villa has
sent from Chihuahr.a: The federals
PROBING ;THIRD DEGREE
Denver, Dec" 12. Chief of Police
Felix O'NdHl ;and) 'Detectives Lane
and Holleriit in, the criminal court to-
day defended Ahe Denver police de-
partment frouv the charges of third
degree methods which have become
an important factor in tha trial of
Harry E. HiHen for the alleged mur-
der of Thomas J. Chase. The police
officers testified that Hillen made his
confession voluntarily. On the standUNOFFICIAL REPORTS REACHING
MEXICO CITY ARE TO
THAT EFFECT
BATTLE RAGED ALL NIGHT
ARTILLERY AND GUNS OF WAR-
SHIP AIDED THE FEDERAL
SOLDIERS
NO FIGHT AT OJINAGA
HUERTA'S SOLDIERS AT THAT
PLACE ARE AWAITING IN-
SURGENT ATTACK
Mexico City, Deo. 12. Reports
: reached here today said to be on
good authority to the effect that
Tampico has been taken by the reb
els. The war office and the ministry
of the Interior deny the report
None of the foreign legations, the
oil companies nor the shipping com
panies has had any communication
with Tampico since the fighting be-
gan.
The government continues to Issue
reports as to the progress of the as-
sault by the rebels on Tampico. It
declared this afternoon that the fed-
erals had blown the bridges over the
river; separating Tampico from the
suburbs of Dona Cecilia and ArboJ
Grande, which were occupied yester-
day by rebel troops. The federals
also were said to be still returning
the long-rang- e artillery fire of the
rebels.
An indication that the federal
troops were still in control of Tam-
pico early today was given in a pri-
vate message filed at Tampico and
received hers at 10 o'clock over the
federal telegraph line.
Federals Holding On
The port of Tampico was still in the
hands of the federal troops at a late
hour last night. The manager of the
federal telegraphs reported early to-
day that the telegraph line from Tam-
pico to San Luis Potpsi had been re-
opened after having been interrupted
since the beginning of the fighting.
The federal war minister, General
Aureliano Blanquet, appears to regard
Tampico as safe. ;
Vera Cruz, Dec. 12. The rebel
forces attacking Tampico were repuls- - j
fill! L IS KILLED
BY INFERNAL
1ACHINE
ANNA ANUSEWITZ, CONFIDEN-
TIAL SECRETARY, DECAPI-TA- T
ED BY EXPLOSION
IT WAS SENT BY EXPRESS
UNFORTUNATE YOUNG WOMAN
ATTEMPTED TO OPEN PACK-
AGE ON ITS ARRIVAL
EMPLOYED BY BOTTLERS
THE VICTIM'S RELATIVES HAVE
SET NEW YORK DETECTIVES
TO WORK .
New York, Dec. 12. Anna Anuse-witz- ,
18 years old, employed as con-
fidential bookkeeper for the O. K.
Bottling company at 528 West Thirty- -
fifth street, was killed today by a
bomb sent to her employers. Thom
as McCabe; managing salesman, was
cut In the head by flying metal, and
Michael Ryan, an employe, was in
jured by shattered glass. The desk
on which the )omb was placed as
Miss Anusewitz opened it, was de-
molished and the office was wrecked.
The bomb was delivered by ex-
press. Apparently it contained dyna-
mite, as the force of the explosion
was downward.
Who sent the bomb and why, were
questions that set half a hundred or
more officers at work on every pos
sible clue. On the wrapper they
found in writing the return address
"23 State street, New York City."
The building at this address is a large
office building occupied chiefly by
firms who employ a number
of foreigners. The ., bureau, of
working on the mystery
with the few pieces of metal found in
the floor and walls, announced that
the missile was of similar construc-
tion to the bomb sent to Judge Ros-alsk- i
about two years ago.
REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE MEETS
Washington, Dec. 12. The repub-
lican congressional committee met to-
day for the first time since last elec-
tion. Plans for the campaign pre-
ceding the coming congressional elec-
tions were discussed.
REVOLUTION HAS COST
suras $10,000,000
DISTURBANCES IN MEXICO HAVE
DRIVEN TiHE SECT OUT OF
COUNTRY hj(t
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 12. Reyo-lutio-n
in Mexico has cost Mormon
colonists from the United States
more than $10,000,000. This was the
statement credited today to President
Joseph .Smith of the Mormon church,
who is; here on his return from a vis-
it to the refugees In Arizona, and
southern California.
The church head also, said he fav-
ored a plan for the exiled colonists
to settle where they now are instead
of returning to Mexico when condi-
tions permit.
"The flower of our colonies was in
Mexico," said President Smith. "Our
people had labored there for a quar-
ter of a century and achieved wonder-
ful results. They were forced to give
up whole towns and cities their
houses and churches, all to the value
of more than $10,000,000. I am issu-
ing a special message to the unhap-
py exiles for Mexico.
"It Is this: 'Look' not with longing
hearts upon Mexico, but build new
homes and new churches where you
are'."
WILSON STILL ILL
Washington, Dec. 12. President
Wilson's icold was Improved today,
but he was ordered by his physician
to remain in bed. The president wants
to attend the Gridiron club dinner
here tomorrow night to fulfill a prom-
ise of long standing, but there was
doubt that his physician would per-
mit him to go outdoors, before Mon-
day at the earliest
Washington, Dec. 12. President
Wilson decided today to recommend
to congress an appropriation of $50,- -
000 for participation by the United
States in the International Exposi-
tion of Graphic arts, to be held In
Leipsic. The Btate department
brought the Leipsic exposition to the
attention of the White House, and it
is felt that If the United States par-
ticipates in It, Germany's participa-
tion in the Panama-Pacifi- c exposition
at San Francisco in, 1915 will be more
probable.
NATIONAL HEALTH BETTER
New York, Dec. 12. "The increase
in longevity brought about by the
modern sanitary movement has saved
an Insurance company from ruin,"
said Dr. W. R. Sedgwick of Boston in
an address today at the annual meet-
ing of the Association of Life Insur-
ance Presidents. Dr. Sedgwick is pro-
fessor of health in the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. The subject
at the afternoon meeting was "The
g Be-
tween Life Insurance Companies and
the State and Between Agents and
Policyholders."
WHOLE CITY THREATENED
Mason City, la., Dec. I2.r-Fi- re,
which threatened to destroy the busi
ness section of Manly, a small town
six miles north of here, broke out
this afternoon.
BATTLESHIP IS BADLY
DAMAGED WHILE AT SEA
VERMONT IS LIMPING TOWARD
HAMPTON ROADS WITH A
BROKEN PROPELLER
Washington, Dec. 12. With her
starboard main shaft broken and sev-
eral of her compartments flooded,
the battleship Vermont is limping to-
ward Hampton Roada on her leturn
from the Mediterranean cruise, under
convoy of the battleship Delaware
ana the eoUfors- Orion and.i,TasotuT?
accident occurred at 3:44 a. m. yes- j
terday and 8 o'clock last night the
Vermont was 1,200 miles from Hamp
ton Roads and GOO miles from Ber-
muda.'
A radiogram to the navy department,
from Rear Admiral Charles E. Badger,
commander-in-chie- f of the Atlantic
fleet describing the accident, said
there was no cause for alarm. The
Vermont is proceeding to Hampton
Roads under her port engine, making
eight knots in a comparatively smooth
sea. Admiral Badger says the skin
of the ship and the propellor strut
were examined by a diver and ap-
peared uninjured, either the shaft-
ing nor the propellor was lost. ' The
Vermont and her convoys should ar-
rive at Hampton Roads about De-
cember 17 or 18.
Mechanical experts at the navy de-
partment believe the Vermont's stern
tube shaft Is broken and they think
injury must have been done to the
bulkhead In order to permit water
to flood the compartments.
CLEVELAND DIL HEN
ACQUITTED BY JURY
CHARGES THAT THEY WRECKED
THEIR COMPANY ARE NOT
PROVED IN TRIAL
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 12. After
a deliberation of more than 36 hours,
the jury trying officers of the defunct
Cleveland Oil company on charges of
having used the mails to defraud, re
turned a verdict today of not guilty.
The defendants freed by the verdict
were Thomas Montgomery, Grant O.
Gillette, and John Montgomery, Jr.,
of Los Angeles and Edson France of
Toledo, Ohio.
The case had been on trial In the
United States district court. The in
dictments were returned two years
ago when the Cleveland OH company,
formed by a coterie of I.os Angeles
and Ohio men, collapsed.
Besides the men who were brought
to trial, those indicted included Wil
liam A. Batchelder, former secretary
of the company and Dr. W. A. France
'
of Toledo, who was president. Dr.
France died suddenly when officers
appeared to arrest him in the Ohio
city.. Batchelder pleaded guilty and
became the government's chief wit
ness.
IS ENDED
MILITARY COMMISSION BEGINS
PROBE INTO BURNING OF
RAILWAY BRIDGE
NATIONAL ORGANIZER KILLED
UNITED MINE WORKERS' OFFIC-
IAL ASKED CONCERNING
STRIKE ACTIVITIES
NO TROUBLE IS OCCURRING
CONDITIONS IN SOUTHERN COLO-
RADO ARE GROWING MORE
PEACEFUL
Walsenburg, Colo., Dec. 12. Follow-
ing the completion of the investiga-
tion of the LaVeta murders, in which
nine men were ordered held indefi-
nitely, the military commission today
began a probe of the burning of a
Denver & Rio Grande bridge recently
near Rouse. The inquiry is being
conducted by Captain W. C. Danks,
assistant judge advocate.
Judge Advocate Major E. J. Bough-to- n
is engaged in questioning Adolph
H. Germer, national organizer of the
United Mine Workers, now a military
prisoner. Germer will be brought be
fore 'the commission probably tomor
row.
Major C. C. Townsend, who has
been active In the work of gathering
evidence in cases growing out of the
strike, has been transferred to Trini-
dad.
General John, Chase, who has been
confined to his quarters for several
days with a severe cold, arrived here
this morning.
Belfast, Ireland, Dec. 12. Customs
officers today seized a consignment
of 200 rifles which arrived on board
a freight steamer from Germany. This
was the largest seizure since the is-
suance of the proclamation against
the importation of arms and ammu-
nition into Ireland. Captures have
been made daily, but usually in small
lots. Most of the rifles are of pat-
terns which have been discarded by
'
European nations. '
SAYS PARTY CAUCUS
IS THE ONLY WAY
NEWLANDS DEFENDS DEMOCRAT-
IC METHODS ' USED IN CUR-
RENCY LEGISLATION
Washington, Dec. 12. A vigorous
defense of the democratic caucus as
the only method of carrying party
promises into effect marked the open-
ing of the currency debate today in
the senate. Replying to the severe
arraignment of the caucus made last
night by Senator Hitchcock, who dif-
fers with his democratic-- ' associates
on currency legislation,1' Senator New-land- s
declared the caucus was the In-
strument by which "administration
measures" representing the results
of the party counsel, could be made
effective.
Senator Borah, republican, of Idaho,
assailed the administration vigorous-
ly. He read from a speech by George
M. Reynolds of the Continental and
Commercial National Bank of Chica-
go, quoting Reynolds as having said
he was one of 12 men who controlled
the finances of the country.
"It Is into the hands of these 12
men, who now control the banking
facilities of the country, that the
senators now propose to place the
control of the issue of currency," de-
clared Mr. Borah.
Senator Stone assailed the positions
taken by various bankers' organiza-
tions toward the bill. He charged
that the conferences of bankers at
Boston and Chicago, which proposed
substantial changes In the pln, were
controlled by the "Wall Street group"
and mentioned A. Barton Hepburn as
the moving spirit of both conferences.
"The great banks," he said "have
built up a great financial oligarchy
which we propose to destroy by this
bill- -
in his own defense yesterday after
noon Hillen declared that he had been
indudced by; threats of violence to
make a false confession of killing
Chase.
WOMAN TRIES SUICIDE
Wahoo, Neb., )pec. 12. Although in
a critical condition Mrs. Maggie John-
son, who last night drank poison while
waiting in her cell here In the county
jail for the. verdict of the Jury,
following her trial for the alleged
murder of her husband, John John-
son, was reported as recovering. The
verdict of the jury will not' be an-
nounced until Mrs. Johnson Is able
to be present in the court room.
CHICAGO IS ANGRY
AT SCHOOL BOARD
DISCHARGE OF. CITY SUPERIN-
TENDENT HAS AROUSED
INDIGNATION
Chicago, Dec. 12. No elngle Inci-
dent of the politics of recent years
In this city has' caused such excite-
ment as the forced retirement of Ella
Flagg Young as superintendent of
schools, according to political leaders,
and the subject, it is said, is bound
to assume importunCe in the alder-mapi- c
elections next spring.
Barrett 0'f".'' ntciiant governor
of Illinois, h.vi os ted a strike of
school cheilrlrn a protest against
the action of t' school board, and
club women i the mass meeting
called for tomo:o nthC will have
a large attrir1-,- -
GOVERNMENT STILL IS
AFTER 11ITE SLAVERS
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE RE-
PLIES TO CHARGES THAT VIG-
ILANCE HAS RELAXED
Washington, Dec. 12. Direct de-
nial from the department of justice
that there had been any relaxation
in the prosecution of white slave cas
es was laid uetore the senate today
by Senator Kern.
"No order to stop white slave pro-
secutions in cases not involving com-
mercialism has been used, and no
hew regulations as to the enforce-
ment of the act have been made since
the incumbency of the new attorney
general," said the department of Jus-
tice memorandum. On the contrary,
the department of justice has
adhered to the practice adopted im
mediately after the passage of the
law and following during . tho previ
ous administration. ,
.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Washington, Dm. 12. Senate: Met
at 10 a. m.
Deferred consideration of legisla-
tion for machinery for direct election
of senators.
Resumed currency bill debate with
Senator Newlands defending the cau-
cus.
Senator Lea Introduced a bill pro-
posing expenditure of $20,000,000 In
federal aid for the maintenance of
post roads.
House: Met at noon.
Disposed of miscellaneous business
on the calendar.
Paymaster General Cowie told a
committee It would require $7,713,954
to feed the enlisted men of the navy
the coming year.
KInkead of New Jersey introduced
a bill to make mountain laurel the
national flower.
Hearings on a law to require steel
cars on all passenger trains set for
next Wednesday.
Chief Forester Graves asked for
an additional appropriation of $140,000
for extra rangers for the summer
months, when forest fires are
"MONA LISA," DA VINCI'S WORK,
DISCOVERED IN HANDS OF AN
ITALIAN
HE TRIED TOJELL PICTURE
WHEN HE PRESENTED IT TO AN
ANTEQUARIAN IN FLORENCE
HE WAS JAILED r
STOLEN FROM THE LOUVRE
THE CANVASS HAS A PRICELESS
VALUE, $3,00O,000 HAVING
BEEN REFUSED
.
i
Florence, Italy, Dee. 12. Leonardo
Da Vinci's masterpiece, "Mona Lisa,"
the mysterious disappearance of
which from the Louvre in August.
1911, threw the world into consterna-
tion, was found today in Florence,
The man who stole it was arrested.
He is an Italian.
k'Mona Lisa," more properly known
as "La Joconde," is one of the world's
most famous paintings and Is regard-
ed as priceless. Leonardo Da Vinci
took as his model for the picture Lisa
del Gioccondo a woman of Florence.
He worked on the picture for four
years, from 1500 to 1504. It was
bought for France by Francis I.
The value of the work can only be
imagined, since all offers to buy it
were refused, amons? them one re-
ported to have been made by the
British government of $3,000,000.
Since the disappearance from tha
Louvre of the picture the search hai
DeRn world-wid- e. It has been repor
d..onn . to flermstiy, p.nssH, ,Kn;'
m; ojihiu- t(states. It was widely botieved l.
Paris and throughout France that tin- -
picture was not taken by thieves, biu
rather by some demented art lover,
who wished to be able always to gaze
on it. The famous painting had hung
in the place of honor in the Louvre
in a room which was supposed to be
always watched. It disappeared on,
the morning of August 22, .1911, and
Its absence from its accustomed
place was not noticed by its guar-
dians until some hours later. At first
quiet search was made in every
nook and corner of the museum and
discreet questions were asked of tha
hundreds of copyists and photograph-
ers who daily crowded the museum.
The questioning was all without re-
sult.
When the police authorities had
been Informed they ordered the mu-
seum closed. A thorough search by,
detectives followed. They found tha
empty frame lying on a .'servants'
stairway in the museum building, but
no trace ot the picture which it had
enclosed.
Telegraphic information of the dis-
appearance wasj sent to every town in
France and to the police headquart-
ers of many nations. Ships were
searched as they left French ports and
trains as they crossed the frontier,
while every package taken out of
France and looking anything like a
picture was closely scanned.
A great scandal was aroused In
France when it came to light that
the guardianship of the public galier-ie- s
and museums was very lax, and
several high officials were dimissed
from their posts.
All the publicity and all the search-
ing did not uncover a clue to the
whereabouts of the picture until to-
day's dispatch from Florence stated
that It had been found. -
Italian Admits Theft
Paris, Dec. 12. The famous "Joc-
onde" was found today when the pic-
ture was offered by an Italian resi-
dent of Paris to an antiquary of
Florence, according to an announce-
ment made this evening by Unt
French minister of public instruction.
Both the picture and the Italian fire
now In custody of the police of Flor-
ence.
"I stole tfc& pictura," Epld the wsv,x.
"In order to 'avons the theft a m ;
Napoleon committed in ini!,--
probably will be under siege, but will
have the advantage of being able to
take provisions and clothing from the
United States.
Ojinaga has suddenly grown in pop-
ulation from almost nothing to 6,000
or 7,000. The federal soldiers and
civilian refugees who have not cross
ed the river are crowded into a few
adobe houses. General Salvador Mer-cadC- s
headquarters is marked by a
dry goods box.
Many temporary stores have been
erected in Presidio, to meet the great
demand for provisions. All the goods
have to be hauled from Marfa, Tex.,
the nearest railway station.
British Parliament Investigates
Heromosillo, Sonoro, Mexico, Dec.
iz. Hiviajor Martin Archer-snee- , a
unionist member of the British par-
liament, was here today to confer with
General Carranza regarding matters
which he termed purely personal. He
arrived after a hurried trip, part of
which was made by automobile from
Tucson, Ariz., and went into confer-
ence at once with the constitutionalist
commander-in-chie- f.
Major Archer-Shee- , who won his
military title in South African cam-
paigns, explained that he was on a
pleasure trip in the United States
when he decided to visit the seat of
the insurgent civil military govern-
ment. He said his interest was oc-
casioned by the fact that most of
the English Investigations had beeu
made on the other side.
The visitor intimated that the sub
ject of Mexican conditions might come
np In parliament and that he wished
to be supplied with data, He denied
that his mission was in any way of-
ficial, explaining that he represented
the Central-Finbur- y district of Lon-
don In a minority parly.
-
-
Colonel Juan N. Medina, formerly
chief of etaf to General Villa and
military commandant at Juarez, ar-
rived here also. ' He had a conference
with General Carranza upon the sub-
ject, It was believed, of Medina's ar-
rest at El Paso at the instigation of
General Villa. Medina crossed the
line at Naco, Ariz.
Federal Retreat Be Stopped
El Paso, Tex., Dee. 12. Four troops
of United States cavalry left here for
Presidio today to strenghten the bor-
der patrol at that point on account
of the situation at Ojinaga, Mexico.
The army is taking precautions
against a possible retreat of Mexican
federal troops into United States ter-
ritory in case of an attack on Ojinaga
by rebels.
NEW HAVEN FALLING
New York, Dec. 12. The shares of
the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford Railway company reached a new
low record today on the stock ex-
change. Further liquidation forced
the price down to 66 3-- 8 shortly before
1 o'clock. The previous low record
established yesterday was 67
SCHMIDT WISHED TO'
HARRY THE GIRL
MURDERER SO
TOLD A DOCTOR IN NEW
YORK RECENTLY
New York, Dec. 12. Before swear-
ing the state's alienists who were ex-
pected to testify In the trial of Hans
Schmidt, the former prient charged
with the murder of Anna Aumuller
last September, Assistant District At-
torney Stephenson called as a wit-
ness today Dr. Arnold G. Leo of this
city.
Dr. Leo testified' that Schmidt and
the Aumuller girl came to his office
last April and expressed their Inten-
tion of being married.
"Schmidt told me he was very
much In love with the girl," testified
the doctor, "and said he was going
to give up the priesthood and marry
her.
"On September 4, two days after
the murder, he called at my office,
exhibited a wound on the
index finger of hts right hand and
asked that It be treated. He said he
had had an accident."
ed and driven away from that city
with heavy losses, according to Gen-
eral Gustavo Maas, military command-
er here, who says that federal troops
under General Joaquin Maas, Jr.,
to the relief of Tampico yester-
day. Up to 9 o'clock this morning no
iflvfurther communication had been re--(
,ceived here from Rear Admiral Fran-ici- s
p. Fletcher, In command of the
.United States warships of Tampico.
. His last message reached here at
4.30 o'clock yesterday evening when
fighting between the rebels and fed-
erals, was etill going on.
It was understood that at that hour
no communication was open between
Tampico and Mexico City.
Rebels Shelled by Gunboat
Washington, Dec. 12Awirelesa dis
patches from Rear Admiral Fletcher
at Tampico on board the United States
ehip Tacoma sent at 4 p. ni. yester-
day say the federal gunboat Bravo
was then shelling the constitutional-
ists' position; that there was no
change in the relative position of the
combatants, and that the United
States ship "Wheeling was in the river
close to the fighting.
The federal garrison was estimated
at 3,000, while the constitutionalists
claimed about 6,000. Rear Admiral
Fletcher also reported that 150 refu-
gees were on the American gunboats,
150 on the British steamer" Logician,
350 on the Kron Prinzessin Cecllie,
a German vessel, and 500 In the build-
ings along the shore In the neutral
zone.
The cruiser Raleigh has been or-
dered from San Francisco to Mazatlan
on the pacific fiide.
Up to 3 p. m. today no additional
dispatches had been received from
Rear Admiral Fletcher, and there
were no other advices to indicate that
the fighting at Tampico had come to
any result.
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zed m OSliliii SOUTHWEST BIU
HAVE BEST
Our Annual December
OREEN TA
O'J ARIZONA
FORESTS QROADS
I
MOST INTERESTING STUDY OPEN
TO STUDENTS OF NATURAL
HISTORY
Or anything else that is
generally difficult to bake with
economy and success you'll
find one heaping teaspoonful of
Health Club
RAILWAY OFFICIAL COMMENDS
MOVEMENT TO IMPROVE
THE HIGHWAYS
"I believe that within the next
five years the southwestern states,
Including Arizona and New Mexico Continues until Wednesday December 24
more efficient, purer and easier
to use than any other Bakinsr
,il PnwAi hta?n?KI of rn rxi.
principally, will have the most
and best maintained roads in the
country," said an official of a big rail-
way company recently to a represen-
tative of The Optic. "The present
indications show that the people In
Arizona and New Mexico are rapidly
EVERYTrilNG
Coni 1 becoming aware of the benefit of
c7-m- i
good roads and that they will usel
New York, Dec. 12. Visitors to the
American Museum of Natural History
in the last week, impelled by a dis-
patch from Jackson of the discovery
of a petrified forest In Mississippi
have received object Jessons In the
y vilification of trees which could be1
bettered only by a trip to prehistoric
scenes. The museum has acquired
specimens from the petrified forest of
Arizona, which is superior in extent
and interest to that in Mississippi,
nd Dr. George p. Merrill, curator of
geology," has written a description of
the Arizona field which the lay read-- j
er may easily understand.
In the gem room of the museum are
several finely polished slabs of aga-tize- d
wood from near Adamana, Ariz.,
the mineral collection having a two-lo-
section of an agatized log, and
In the corridor on the ground floor
leading to the building-ston- e collec-
tion' are numerous specimens from the
3a
' ONE THIRD OFF
EXCEPT
Shoes, Toys, Dolls, Holiday Goods and a few re-
stricted lines over which we have no control,
every energy to make their highways
the best possible,"
This statement, made by one of the.
closest observers in the west, is cor-
rect, according to local road men.
In Arizona the good roads work is ad-
vancing rapidly. In one part of that
state a county, Instead of grading the
roads and placing on the surface a
temporary layer of gravel and cin-
ders, is installfng a system of con-
crete thoroughfares. The cost of this
construction is great, but the officials
of the county in which the work is
being done declare that money ex-
pended in roads in this way is a pro-
fitable and permanent investment.
They can build only a short stretch
at a time on account of the cost, but
Profeesor Lester F. Ward of he
geological survey, who worked out
the forests scientifically, has deforest illustrating its phases of
GET $4,153 FORgrowth and fossllization. There
has
also recently been finished a map,
prepared by the geological survey,
EVERYTHING FOR HEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
ONE THIRD OFF
SALE FOR CASH ONLY
Nothing Exchanged Nothing on Approval No Telephone Orders.
showing the location and topography
of sis separate forests that compose SCHOOLS
the Arizona field. An attentive vis
figure on constructing about one--itor may learn In an afternoon the re
scribed the region as consisting of
the ruins of a former plain 5,700 feet
above sea level. It has now under-
gone erosion to a maximum depth of
nearly 700 feet. The beds In which
the logs were entombed are judged
to have been originally at the bot-
tom of a mesozoic sea, where they
remained until the tertiary period,
when the entire country was raisid
from 5,000 to 6,000 feet above sea
level. The logs belong to a cone-bearin- g
tree no longer found in this
hemisphere, but resembling some-
what the cultivated Norfolk Island
fourth of a mile each six months, and
will continue at this rate until the
APPORTIONMENT FOR EDUCA
TIONAL WORK IS MADE BY
OFFICIALS IN CAPITAL entire road is completed.
In New Mexico the good roads
movement Is receiving the best of atSanta Fe, N. M., Dec. 12. The ap
sults of scientific investigation cov-
ering several years.
' The trees huddled over these six
forests areas are probably millions of
years old. They consist today of
many colored agate, an exceedingly
hard and tough stone. One of them
forms a natural bridge. It
spans a chasm nearly 50 feet wide
and 20 feet or more In depth. Other
logs lie about in various stages of de
tention, The counties which hereto-
fore looked at the improvement of
SEE OUR LINE OF
CHRISTHaS TOYS, DOLLS AND NOVELTIES
before making your selections. The variety is unlimited.
roads on an extensive plan as folly,
pine. They now rest on a plateau of are now the most progressive. The
system generally followed In this
state in road building is that of grad
ing the roads, placing some holding
portionment of school funds was
made today except that San Juan
county's share will be held up until
the census returns are corrected. The
apportionment is 63c per person enu-
merated, making a total for the year
of 92c per capita. The culling, of In-
dian children out of the school cen-
sus returns will still further decrease
the total for the enumeration. The
following is the enumeration and ap-
portionment for each county:
Bernalillo 8,861 $ 4,696.33
cay. Some of them have broken, under
alternations of heat and cold, have
about 5,000 feet altitude.
As to the way the logs became
it is probable that alkaline
solutions, containing soda or potash,
permeated the beds. As the logs de-
cayed their organic matter was re-
placed, molecule by molecule, by
silica. Mineral matter, mainly silica,
thus replaced the wood, retaining its
splintered, chipped, oxidized and pol
material on the roadbed proper and
dragging tho highways after each
snow or rain storm. The system Is
pronounced by men who have made a
a study of road work as excellent.
lshed, until the country for an area
tf many square miles is covered with
a bewildering array of broken trunks 6 OOTl "P N.
't u v F.--riirimirn "If Arizona and New Mexicobuilding roads at the rate thatexact forms. Brilliant red and other
colors are due to small quantities of Eetablidtpd 13
and fragments of asate and Jasper,
varying from nearly colorless, through
yellow and red, to the wost brilliant
carnelian.
The forest begins some six miles
south of Adamana, a station on the
Santa Fe road, 'in Apache county,
Sj
has been in vogue during the past
six months, there Is little doubt that
within the next fjve years the two
youngest states, yJihe union will be
iron and manganese deposited with
the Ml'ca,. and to superoxidization, as
the trunks were exposed to the air.
The" most brilliant colors are thus to
be found in chips lying on or near
the surface.
Prior to 1006 the forests were sub - SURPLUS ,
among the leaders in the cause of
good roads. The commercial and
general business value of good roads
no longer is disputed and the residents
of each progressive county now lend
'their best efforts toward the early
CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
Ariz. It is, of course, prostrate and
resembles a collection of saw logs
ponde-- back in a boom and waiting
their turn at the mill, but which have
waited so long that they have become
waterlogged, sunken and burled by
ject to vandalism by curiosity seek $50,000.00
ers and those commercially inclined,
and quite an industry was carried on
in polished sections of the sounder
realization of well maintained and
fast roads. 4
Chaves 5,402
Colfax 4,037
Curry 2,301
Dona Ana 5,021
Eddy
..i ...i 8,775
Grant 5,477
Guadalupe 3,483
Lincoln 2.212
Luna 1,741
Mora 4,333
McKinley 1,528
Otero ' 2.559
Quay 3,588
Rio Arriba 5,655
Roosevelt 2,513
Sandoval 2,113
San Juan 2,071
San Miguel 7,836
Santa Fe 5.S75
Sierra 1,688
Socorro 4,634
Taos '. 3,91)6
Torrance 2,292
Union 4,9(9
Valencia 3,593
2,863.06
2,457.61
1,219.53
2,661.13
2,000.75
2,902.81
1,845.99
1,172.36
922.73
2,296.49
809.84
1,356.27
1,901.64
2,997.15
1,347.79
1,119.89
1,097.63
4,153.08
3,113.75
894.64
2,456.02
2,117.88
1,214.76
2.622.97
1,904.29
J. M. Cunningham, President.FOKHER-OPINIO- N
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
,
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.Frank Springer, t.
and more highly colored varieties.
Public attention was called to this,
and by a combination of territorial
and federal authority the forests were
set aside as a national park. Visit-
ors have since then been prohibited
from breaking or injuring the logs in
any way, but they are permitted to
carry away chips from areas set
aside for that purpose.
REVERSED) IN INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
TAX MATTE
sediment.
Dr. Merrill says there is nothing to
indicate that the trees ever grew near
the locality where the logs are now
found. They appear rather to have
grown at some distant point and to
have drifted by stream action into
eddies after having been reduced to
mere trunks by the loss of thsir
leaves and smaller limbs. The natur-
al bridge lies in the forest nearest
Adamana. It cannot compare in
beauty or size with the second, third
and Rainbow forests, further to the
south rnd southwest"
In the second and third forests
there are trunks up to five feet and
more in diameter and from CO to 100
feet in length. The Rainbow forest
is the most fascinating on account of
the richness of the colors, although
geologically it Is a wreck.
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANKPOWER BOATMEN MEET
Clinton, la., Dec. 12. At a meeting 102,163 $54,0-13.0-
TRAVELING AUDITOR SENDS
LETTER TO THE COUNTY
ASSESSORS
here today of the executive commit-
tee of the Mississippi Valley Power
Only One "BROMO QUININE" CAPITAL STOCKBoat association bids for the associa-tion's next annual regatta were re C3o,cao.coSanta Fe. N. M., Dec. 12. TheThat is LAXATIVE BROMO QUI-
NINE. Look for the signature of E. traveling auditor Bent out yesterdayceived from Kansas City, Peoria, Bur Office with the San Miguel National Banklington and Louisville. The regatta
will be held next July.
W. GROVE. Cures a Cold in One Day
Cures Grip in Two Days. 25c. '
afternoon a letter to all county treas
urers and collectors In which he in-
structed them to disregard the pre.
vious letter sent out by him in which WE G. HAYDON.
H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS..-
-.
President
-- Vice President
Treasurer
he quoted a letter from the attorney
general advising the granting of from
twenty to thirty days for the payin;
of taxes after the tax rolls are comI ACT T 1 1RBROWNE'S Tf) II I f IJ T TOMORROWLliO I 1 1 lii LJ T H P, A TR F, I U II Hill I MATINEE 8 NIGHT Interest PaJd On Depositsipleted before collecting the penalty.It has not been decided, evidently,
that such an opinion could not legally
be rendered in the' face of the law
which specifically states that the
Geo. Kleine's Marvelous Photo Spectacle!
amount due and tender that amount
n n --77 taxes for the first half of any to the collector; this does not apply
to the counties of Eddy, Chaves andvear shall become delinquent on
that my letter of December 1st, be
disregarded.
Very truly yours,
HOWELL EARNEST,
Traveling Auditor and Bank Examiner
6 REELS December first and the penalties San Miguel, which counties I am ad
i--jJ u"A LI lUlJ J Li LJ3 shall be added after that date. Theletter which is sulf explanatory is as
ing to the judge pronounce his sen-
tence of death has become a regu-
lar habit with Pope. Five times has
the negro been sentenced to death
and five times has the date for his
execution been fixed. Each time his
neck has been saved by an appeal to
the higher court, though the condemn-
ed man is inclined to believe that the--
nl3 follows: Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 10To County Treasurers:3 PARTS UVLi uu With reference to my letter of theL3
Cured of Liver ComplaintI was suffering with liver com-
plaint," says Iva Smith of Point
Blank, Texas, "and decided to try a25c box of Chamberlain's Tablets,
and am happy to say that I am com-
pletely cured and can recommend
them to every one." For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
1st inst., regarding the collection of
interest on 1913 taxes which became
rabbit s foot had more to do with pro-
longing his life than the action of his
lawyers in taking an appeal. The
crime of which he was convicted was
the murder of J. I. McClurkln, a
prominent planter living near Annis-to- n,
in April, 1909. It is expected the
case will come up for its sixth trial
early in the new year.
vised through the attorney general's
office are restrained by due process
of law from completing their rolls un-
til ordered to do so by the court
The tax rolls were sent out by the
state board of equalization on the
16th of October, and the proceedings
of the board were mailed to the asses-
sors on October 21, to the county com-
missioners on October 22, therefore
there was sufficient time for the com-
missioners to make the levies and cert-
ify1 the same to the assessor, had they
acted promptly, before the first of De-
cember, and he then would have been
able to advise any taxpayer the
amount due. There is no good reason
that I can see why the tax rolls
should not havo been turned over to
the collector before this time, except
in the counties above named.
For the above reasons, I request
Universally Pronounced the Most Wonderful, the Most Art-
istic, the Most Soul Stirring Motion Drama Ever Shown in
this City
'
SATURDAY MATINEE AT 3:15 P. M.
FACING GALLOWS IS HABIT
Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 12. Confi-
dent that no harm will come to him
so long as he retains possession of
the left hind foot of a rabbit "killed
In a graveyard on a moonlight night,"
delinquent on December 1, 1913, the
letter quoted from the attorney gen-
eral was not intended by him to be
an interpretation of the existing laws
on the subject of taxation, but was
his personal opinion from a stand-
point of Justice.
After giving this matter further
consideration, I am convinced that
the law is so plain that any one can
understand it.
Any taxpayer who is desirous of
paying his taxes may do so by re-
questing the assessor to figure the
TONIGHT AT 7 AMU 9 P. M. 1 Ervin Pope, a Calhoun county negro,
was apparently the least concerned
man confined In the Jefferson countyPniCmG - - 15 oid 25 Cents
Gas In the stomach comes from food
which has fermented. Get rid of this
badly digested food as quickly as pos-
sible If you would avoid a bilious at-tac-
HERBINE Is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and re-
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Jail here today, notwithstanding the
fact that this was the day fixed for
his execution to take place. Listen
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1913. THREE 1
FASIDUS SINGER'S
Eshelman, San Fransico, Cal.; H. F.
Bartine, Carson City, Nev.; Clyde B.
Atchison, Salem, Ore.
In the provision "of the income tax
SPEED WAR GETS
GOING IN DEAD law calling for the collection of thetax at the source the railroad com CONTRIBUTION
TO FAIREARNEST
San Francisco at 10:30 p. m., whereas
the present fast mail over the north-
ern lines does not bring the mail to
the Golden Gate until 8:50 the next
morning. If the' Union Pacific and its
allies make no change In time, prac-
tically all the New York mall, there-
fore, will be transferred to the south-
ern lines.
"Union Pacific will put on a train
which will meet Santa Fe or Rock
Island or any other combination," an-
nounce the officials of the Harriman
system. "The government has been
notified that we expect to hold that
business and we will operate a meteor
across the country with which noth-
ing on wheels can compete."
cago to St. Paul, thence over the
Great Northern to Puget Sound.
At present the northern lines have
almost a monopoly on the fast mail
business between New York and San
'Francisco. The soutnern route gets
the mall on business which originates
in the cities along its line, but prac-all- y
all the New York and Chicago
business to the. Pacific coast passes
over the New York Central Burlington-Unio- n
Pacific combination.
It is the policy of the government
to give this lucrative business to the
railroad which operates on the short-
est schedule and maintains that sched-
ule best that Is, operates the trains
on time. Once ' each four years the
contract is awarded, but at other
times, whenever a railroad shows it is
handling as much as 10 per cent
more mail than was awarded it at the
SCHUMANN-HEIN- WILL EXHIBIT t t -THE SANTA FE CONTESTS WITHOTHER ROADS FOR WEST-ERN MAIL CONTRACTS PRODUCTS OF HER RANCHAT SAN DIEGO
panies, as well as other corporations,
will be obliged to pay into the federal
treasury an amount equal to 1 per
cent of the interest payments on their
bonds and other Indebtedness.
The toal bonded debt of the rail-
roads will at the present time be ap-
proximately ?10,000,000,M)0. At an
average Interest rate of i per cent
on the par value the Interest pay-
ments annually amount to, $450,000,-000- .
The total tax of 1 per cent on
these interest payments will be
This amount will be payable
by the railroad companies without re-
covery except where Interest pay-
ments are made on bonds that do not
include exemption to the holder from
payment of tax on the Incomes and
3an Diego, 'Dec. U- .- Schumanu- -
Heink has taken the occasion of her WW For Mothervisit to her San Diego home to make
what ' may be termed official . an
) Mf Nothing is too cood f"or Mother, so trive
That is the defiance which the
Union Pacific hurls at its competitors.
At the same time the Union Pacific
has notified the government that if It
nouncement that she is not only go
ing to appear at the San Diego ex
position in 1915, herself but that her
children, all of whom are residents
of San Diego, will exhibit at the
her the best of all electrical gifts a
Uni-S- et Combination
Electric Cooking Outfit
which will help convert much of her heavy
housekeeping into light housekeeping.
exposition something they have rais
where Interest payments are made to
corporations and to aliens. ITO RETURN XMAS GIFTS With thU ct she ca boil Tegctafcles, cereals andCffs; percolate coffee; brew tea, warm baby'smilk, fry and prepare all kind of chafing dishproduct. You can buy any one or a'J of the
various parts of the set at your convenience.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 12. Presi
last period, there is a readjustment of
its allotment. For that reason the
railroads east of the Missouri river
do all in their power to assist their
connections west of the Missouri to
secure or retain the fast mail route.
The time has arrived for the award-
ing of a contract for carrying the
mail between the Missouri and the
coast, and if tbe Santa Fe can "beat
out" the Union Pacific the conections
of the former line will secure a much
greater haul, and therefore, more
money, on mall between New York
and Kansas City. And if the Rock
d-Southern Pacific combination can
step in and secure the contract Its
eastern connections will secure the
bulk of the transcontinental mail be-
tween St. Louis and New York.
ANDLAS VEGAS LIGHT
POWER CO.'
ed on the Schuman-Hein- k ranch, at
Grossmont, which is now really a sub-
urb of San Diego, as the city has
grown until it has almost surround-
ed the ranch.
"Wouldn't it be. just wonderful if
something my children have raised
would win a prize at the San Diego
imposition " Schumann-Heln- k said to
the exposition officials, when she
made the announcement The great
singer seemed to think that it would
be one of the biggest achievements
her children could possibly make, if
by chance some of the choice grapes,
or oranges, or lemons, or maybe
olives, produced on the Grossmont
ran,ch ehould be prize winners at the
great exposition, for her children real-
ly operate the ranch, and the winning
of such a prize would be in the nature
is;
dent Wilson, it is understood, Intends
to follow the example of the most of
his predecessors in declining to accept
Christmas presents from strangers.
Every year hundreds of gifts are re-
ceived at .the White House from per-
sons unknown to the president or his
family. Those of any considerable
value are to be returned to the send-
er, with a note explaining the presi-
dent's attitude in regard to receiving
gifts. The presents of small value,
including large quantities of eatables,
are usually turned over to the hospi-
tals, orphans' homes, and Similar In-
stitutions in the capital.
I2S5 fSEE jgd( 13
i Topeka, Kas., Dec. 12. Beginning
Sunday the speed war for mall con-
tracts between the Union Pacific,
Rock Island and Santa. Fe railways
begins in earnest. On this date the
new time card of the Rock Island, re-
cently completed in Topeka, goes Into
effect. The Rock Island has arranged
to have the Golden State Limited
meet the Missouri Pacific mail train
from St Louis at Kansas City. The
Santa Fe also has Held up its Cali-
fornia Limited in order to meet this
eastern mail. The-TTnl- Pacific is
fighting for the northern route.'
It will be seen that the transconti-
nental roads are lining up for the
greatest speed war to the coast in his-
tory. The value of the government
contracts across the country not only
increases the revenues of the roads
but gives them the advantage of be-
ing known over the country as the
route of the transcontinental fast mail.
The northern and southern routes
are at war in the effort to capture
this prize. The northern route goes
through Cleveland, Chicago, Omaha
and on to San Francisco from New
York. It is handled by the New York
Central lines from New York to Chi-
cago, "the Burlington to Omaha, the
Union Pacific to Ogden and the
Southern Pacific to San Francisco.
The southern route goes from New
York to St. Louis over the Pennsyl-
vania, the Missouri Pacific to Kansas
City and the Santa Fe and Rock Is-
land to the coast, with a bulk over
the Santa Fe.
The Rock Island competition Is
through the combination of the Rock
Island from Kansas City to Tucum-car- i,
the El Paso & Suthwestern to
El Paso and the Southern Pacific to
the coast. In other Words the Rock
Island from Kansas City to El Paso
and the El Paso & Southwestern is
now" under the same management as
"the Rock Island.
Still another competitor is the St.
Paul fighting for a contract from Chi
has to put on a train of that character
In order to keep its mail business to
San Francisco, it will make a connec-
tion at Ogden for Los Angeles busi-
ness with which it will expect to
wrest the southern California mail
business from the- - Santa Fe. And
there will be a connection at Green
River, Wyo for Seattle which will
force the Great Northern to shorten
materially its running time in order
to maintain its Puget Sound business.
The third factor In the main fight
is to be the combination of Rock Is-
land from St. Louis to El Paso, Tex.,
and thence to the coast over the
Southern Pacific.
Valuation Committee
The Santa Fe valuation department
in Topeka has received announcement
of the committees appointed for phys-
ical valuation work in the United
States. The committees follow:
Committee No. 1, eastern district,
Washington, D. C, headquarters
Fred J. Mcleod, Boston; E. C. Niles,
Concord, N. H.; Milo R. Maltbe, Al-
bany, N. Y.
Committee No. 2, southern district,
Chattanooga, Tenn., headquarters R.
Hudson Burr, Tallahassee, Fla.; Chas.
M. Chandler, Atlanta, Ga.; Edward
W. Doty, Columbus, O.
Committee No. 3, central district,
Chicago, headquarters' Orvall F. Ber-
ry, Springfield, 111.; Lawton T. Hem-en- s,
Lansing, Mich,; Halford Brickson,
Madison, Wis.
Committee No. 4, western district,
Kansas City, headquarters M. S. Mar-
tin, Topeka, Kas.; J. M. Atkinson,
Jefferson City, Mo.; George A, Hen-sha-
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Committee No. 5, Pacific district,
San Francisco, headquarters John M.
hostile to the progressive American
prelate.
pictures are to be shown again to-
night and also tomorrow night
huge crowds will witness
each performance.
of a testimonial as to their personal
Coughs That Prevent SleepThese coucrhs
they "hang on," can run one down
imyaiccauy ana lower tne vital resis-tance tO disease. Mr. Rnh TTormiorvn
standing as horticulturists.
As the San Diego exposition is go-i- n
to specialize to a large extent in
exhibits of agriculture an.d horticul-
ture, and methods of irrigation and
dry farming as applied to lands of
the Pacific coast states the officials
assured' Schumann-Heln- k that It
would certainly be aji achievement to
be proud of to win a prize in the big
competition in these lines that will
be on during the exposition.
319 Pine St, Green Bay, Wise, writes:
Likewise, if the Union Pacific has
to cut time to the coast, the Great
Northern railroad will have to look
to its contracts to the Puget Sound
country, since it will be small trouble
for the Union Pacific to handle mail
for that section on the trains with
which it expects to beat the Santa Fe
to Frisco.
The Santa Fe opened the race by
quietly announcing from Topeka re-
cently that Its fast train, which has
been leaving Kansas' City for the west
at 9:10 every morning beginning today
will not leave that station until 9:55.
It is an innocent appearing change
and ordinarily would attract scant at-
tention. But If that train does not
depart from Kansas City until 9:55
there Is time for the Missouri Pacific
arriving from St. Louis to make con-
nections at St. Louis with the fast
Pennsylvania, which leaves New York
at 2; 45 in the morning, 'jrtiat combi-
nation will put New York mail into
' . greauy xroumea with a baa
cough that kept me awake nights.Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
TO MAKE YOUR HAIR
MORE BEAUTIFUL
To give your hair that gloss and lus-
ter and wavy silky-softnes- use Har-
mony Hair Beautifier. It takes away
.the dull dead look of the hair, and
makes it bright turns the stringiness
into fluffiness overcomes the oily
odors and leaves a sweet, true-roe- e
fragrance makes the hair easier to
put up neatly and easier to keep In
place. It is just exactly what it is
named a hair beautifier, and whether
your hair Is ugly now or beautiful, it
will improve its appearance. You'll
be proud of and delighted with the
results, or your money back. Very
easy to apply simply sprinkle a lit-
tle on your hair each time before
BACK TO THEIR FIRST LOVE
Chicago, Dec. 12. George Ade,
John T. McCutcheon, Mederlth Nichol-
son and other notable sons of the
Hoosier state who did newspaper
work before they leaped into fame
as authors are again to grind out
copy for one day. At the annual
banquet of the Indiana Society of
Chicago to be held In the Congress
hotel tomorrow night each of the stars
of the literary field of Indiana will
be given a newspaper "assignment."
Governor Ralston of Indiana, former
Speaker Joseph G. Cannon, former
Senator Spooner of Wisconsin, and
George Randolph Chester, the play-
wright, will be among the speakers at
the banquet.
ana iar compound completely cured
me." O. G. Schaefer. Red Trosa Drua?
Store. Adv.
DEAN OF CARDINALS
IS FAILING FAST
FUND FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Chicago, Dec. 12. Armed with en-
thusiasm and equipped with subscrip-
tion books, several hundred teams ot
10 men each today started out on a
seven-da- y campaign to raise $100,000
with which to finance the work and
convention of the International Sun-
day School association the coming
year. The convention of the organiza-
tion will be, held In this city next
June.
brushing it. Contains no oil; will not
change the color of hair, nor darken
gray hair.OREGLIA Dl SANTO STEFANO IS''t.fHK
.iiil nil".. To keep your hair, and scalp dandr-
uff-free and clean, use Harmony
THE POPE'S BEST BELOV-
ED ADVISERft!1, sn'Lsij
Shampoo. This pure, liquid shampoo
-.- ..In 'wtlp'ill.iII. H t i Mllta if ' is most convenient to use, because it
gives an instantaneous rich, foaming1V".!!!!i':i'L. lather that immediately penetrates toV.-- .'t. .I''.:""":. X ..ir , !! ' J ' ' inn:
, '!- :- ,il I, ''in.
. .
if"""! - .. "'IK M j!; "Illll 'u II
The Man Who Neglects HimselfWhen his condition points to kidney-troubl-
takes an unwise risk. Back-
ache, pain and soreness over the kid-
neys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
sleep, are all symptoms that will dis-
appear with the reeular usr nf Fnlev
Kidney pills. They put the kidneya
and bladder In a clean. Rtrnni? nnit
f),ftw Bf ' i "ft ' Ji; i'I fi f J ; r ,i;f ,;l ' c l!lllM JV
. I ; V ii tfJMk Jl I - 'Ui
healthy condition. O. CI. Schaefer.
Red Cross Dfug Store. Adv.
every part of hair and scalp, insuring
a quick, thorough cleansing. Washed
off just as quickly, the entire oper-
ation takes only a few moments. Con-
tains nothing that can harm the hair;
leaves no harshness or stickiness-j- ust
a sweet-smellin- cleanliness.
Both preparations come in
very ornamental bottles, with
sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beau-
tifier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo,-50c- .
Both guaranteed to satisfy you in ev-
ery way or your money back. Sold
in this community only at our store
The Rexall Store one of the more
than 7,000 leading drug stores of the
United States, Canada and Great
Britain, which own the big Harmony
DEBATING LEAGUE CONTESTS
Chicago, Dec. 12. The Central De
The bread bating league, composed of the statauniversities of Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Nebraska, Illinois and Iowa, hold3 Its
--
1 urn annual contests tonight. The arline leads to a rangements jrovide for each institu
tion to be represented by two teams.
long path of jubilant one debating at home and the other
Rome, Dec. 12. Cardinal, Oreglia di
Santo Stefano, the dean of the Sacred
college, is dangerously ill, and be-
cause of his advanced age, he is past
S5, great fears are entertained in Vat-
ican circles of an approaching col-
lapse. He is the oldest of the living
cardinals, as regards appointment,
having been nominated to the Sacred
college by the late Pius IX, and being
now the only surviving cardinal creat-
ed under that pontificate.
Cardinal Oreglia was born In the
diocese of Mondovl in 1823, and as a
student at the Academy of Rome
gained prominence in theology and
languages. He became a Jesuit nov-
ice, but did not continue in the So-
ciety of Jesus and was ordained to
the secular priesthood in 1856. Before
Victor Emmanuel became king Oreg-
lia was his chaplain and was with the
house of Savoy in that capacity for
several years.
He was sent to Lisbon as nuncio
In 1870 and was created cardinal De-
cember 22, 1873. He la a member of
the Curia, dean of Sacred college,
of the Roman univer-
sity, prefect of the Congregation of
Ceremonies, member of almost all the
principal congregations and protector
of about 20 societies. '
Cardinal Oreglia has been known
for years as one of the leading poli-
ticians of the church. It was his per-
sonal influence in the last conclave
and shrewd diplomacy that caused
the election of the patriarch of Venice
to the papal throne, and ever since
the election of Pius X he Is known to
laboratories In Boston, where the
health when the bread, pastry many
celebrated Harmony Perfumes
and Toilet Preparations are made.
E. G- - Murphey, corner Sixth and Doug
abroad. The subject selected for
the debate is: "Resolved, That Im-
migration into this country should be
further restricted by means of a lit-
erary test." ,las Streets, East Las Vegas, N.
M.--and other foods are made with Adv.
"THE LAST DAYS OF
PIIPEII" GREAT
Lame back may come from over-
work, cold settled in the muscles ot
the back, or from disease. In the two
former cases the right remedy U
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT, It
should be rubbed In thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will ba
prompt and satisfactory. Price 5c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.WONDERFUL SIX-REE- L PICTURE
Here is a recipe for delicious nut bread made with
out kneading:
PLEASUES AUDIENCES AT
THE BROWNE
Of all the stupendous achievements
NUT BREAD
This pure cooking fat is
easily digested, and owing
to its low melting point, produces
foods of exceptional ' tenderness
and lightness.
Sift 2 1- -2 cups ef flour with 3 teaspoons of baking powder, 1 tea-
spoon of salt and 1- -3 cup of sugar. Beat an egg well and add
3 of a cup of milk to this. To the sifted flour add 3--4 cup of
sliced or chopped nuts. Then pour in egg and milk, add 2 table-
spoons of softened Cottolene, mix thoroughly, place in loaf fan,
let stand 10 minutes, then bake in a moderate oven 40 miitbtea.
of the motion picture art that have
ever been shown in Las Vegas, un-
doubtedly the greatest was displayed
last night at the Browne theater when
have exercised great influence In the
MILITIA OFFICERS CONFER
Philadelphia, Dec. 12. The annual
convention of the National Guard as-
sociation of Pennsylvania began in
this city today, with Colonel Richard
P. Coulfpr. Tenth infantry, presiding.
The sessions will continue two days
and will be devoted to the considera-
tion of numerous matters relating to
the militia organization and the bet-
terment of the service.
the famous production, "The Last
Days of Pompeii," entertained two
large audiences.
This production combines that fea
..,..:.:il.iil!'"mi'!llm,i.
The above is only one of many
valuable recipes contained
ture of motion picture work which in-
cludes Individual and mob assemblage.
in our FREE Cook Book, V --
''It.'lj fjltt t:i m,
Individual characters in this picture
were artists in their line and made
the picture vastly interesting, while
" " iijiiJ':;r:iii!!ii',rr; ;i.i! '"' ...... ii i. ii i,i " 'iiiiii: .. ':"!HOME HELPS. Send
ff h i::1... "'ii: l.iiijli: ;:: BIWM mm1. Ill1 M1 I' 'i.ii.ir;;;!
GEORGETOWN, TEXAS. J. A.
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
been my household remedy tor at!
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. Ithas given permanent relief in a num-
ber of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer, Red Cvom
Drujj Store. Adv.
H forvourcoDV. also nrfor ti MMWliMii. rMlv HA'mmMM... r :if;.!?i I. ifJmnaM ' MWIMfea .n"
Vatican, and to have been the princi-
pal opponent of a liberal policy on
the part of the present pope toward
the Italian government Naturally
the pope feels much concerned. Just
now over the illness of his favorite
cardinal and frequent messengers are
dispatched daily from the Vatican to
the Infirm cardinal's palace.
In the event of the death of Car-
dinal Oreglia, Cardinal Serafino Van-utell- l,
who is at present the sub-dea-
would be promoted to the position of
camerlengo, or chamberlain, of the
Holy Roman church, and would thus
become the-actin- pope in case of a
vacancy of the papal throne.
It Is an open secret la Vatican cir-
cles that Archbishop Ireland of St
Paul probably would have been ele-
vated to the cardinalate Ions flSO had
it not been for the opposition of Car-
dinal Oreslia. The' latter is known
as a devoted follower of the late Car-
dinal Ledochowskl, who was always
II I t , - 4 V Cottolene from your m,fmiSmmMB0WMWf
the scenes taken in the big arena
prior to the eruption of the volcano
Vesuvius included 10,000 people.
The scene showing the volcano in
eruption is realistic, having been tak-
en from an actual eruption of Vesu-
vius. The destroying of Pompeii al-
so is a marvelous scene, showing the
huge columns of the buildings full-In-
crushing people In their path.
Many other incidents in the picture
go to show that it undoubtedly 'is the
most realistic work in motion pic
r V v" "A olEElEEIFAIRBArKlEE3
CHICAGO
Yoi rj VS mm: iwriLcr tThe number of youus women
i ! r w i i a a i t i
VOIH SptlH (lull N i t). till 1 1
n in sii'fi i' K IfPT st
(( r ill" cii i i t ' ' -- , I tlc'r I ' - P s er t
rt rti5 1 n I f f o d 1'
f( f ii i iii r C i
nri n d i 1 j C,C 'rrs bu ' i. i' 1 .tures ever conceived by man. The
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that President ' Wilson in his annual cific and other international favorites.
Bonds were easy.FROM WORK GANG
TO HEAD OF
smoking only to sleep or take nour-
ishment.
His friends say he will go the limit
to help a friend, and the worst thing,
his enemies Bay of him is that he
would fight a buzz saw if it attempted
to stop him.
ical work in addition acting as
watchman.
"My first good luck came while I
held this position. The cashier and
two clerks at the Santa Fe station
stole several thousand dollars and dis-
appeared, leaving me in charge of
the depot. The agent was unable to
find any one who could handle theROAD
ministration has not even the satis-
faction of pointing to a lower cost of
living to offset these added burdens.
CARNEGlFpiCKSnOOT
FOR TIIEJPRESIBENCY
IRONMASTER SAYS THE NEW
YORK SENATOR IS COUN-
TRY'S WISESJjyiAN
Washington, Dec. 12. Carnegie vis-
ited the White House today to in-
quire after President Wilson's health.
He talked at length with Secretary
UNITED CONVENTION
OF ROAHOOSTERS
PRESIDENT ASKED TO APPOINT
A COMMITTEE TO INVESTI-
GATE HIGHWAYS
I Philadelphia, Dec. to
have the next National Good Roads
congress include a united convention
for at least simultaneous meetings of
all the associations connected with
road construction were proposed in
the report of the committee ort resolu-
tions at today's session of the Ameri-
can Road Builders' association in this
city.
The report set forth that as the
aims and interests of the various na-
tional road bodies were identical,
the movement for good roads would
he given additional influence and
strength by united efforts. Samuel
Hill of Seattle, president of the aseo- -
uitiuuu was uuinorizeu tu appomt a
committee with full power to deal
with other organizations to effect a
central good roads union.' . ,
The report also recommended
that a petition be presented to con-
gress urging it to authorize President
Wilson to appoint a national commit-
tee made up from men In civil life to
investigate the condition, of, the roads
of the country and report back to him
with recommendations . ;for , natiflR- -
wide Improvement.
GERMANY ACCEPTS "BID"
Berlin, Germany, Dec. 12. 3ermany
today signified her jacioeftance f
the invitation sent to heV1 by the
United States government to send
warships to represent her;; at ' the
opening of the Panama canal.; She
will communicate at a later, period
the composition of the' squadron.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Dec. 12. Renewed weak-
ness of standard stocks today was a
disappointment to the bulls, who
hoped for a rally after yesterday's
abrupt decline of vaifous shares.
Traders found the market vulnerable
when they began to sell, and gradually
increased their offerings until there
were losses of a point in some of the
popular stocks.
Reports of better tendencies in the
Steel and copper industries were with-
out strengthening Influence on the in-
dustrial issues, the good effect of
reduction of the German discount
rate on the London Exchange was
not communicated to ' this market,
weakness developing In Canadian Pa- -
ou
IS NOW IN
cashier's job, and he ordered me to
take charge temporarily.
"1 was utterly unable to add a col- -
lumn of figures, and to hold this job
I had to count upthe day's receipts,
which averaged about $10,000. Instead
of wrestling with a column at a time
would set aside two items, total
them up and then take two more un
til I had added, totalled and retotal-le- d
my whole column. I worked hard
to hide my ignorance, but I was dis-
covered.
Tt was provoking to the agent, but
he was unable to find a successor.
Finally he was transferred to another
point and I got this job. This paid
me $250 a month, which was more
money; than my whole family had
ever had at any one time.
"I remained in this position for
more than a year and was able to
save some money. P. F. Barr, one of
the officials of the company, offered
me the position of chief clerk at San
Marclal, N. M. This paid only $150
a month but the opportunities' urere
good and I accepted. I held this post
ten months, when Mr. Robinson, gen-
eral manager of the road, made me
trainmaster at Wellington, Kan. My
salary did not Increase. In 1884, or
one year after I held this job a year,
the) haH times struck us and the San-t- a
went into ,the Bands of
a receiver. Every employe's salary
was cut, and mine whittled from $150
to $135.
"A short time later I was transfer-
red to Kansas City as superintendent
of terminals, which paid me $160 a
month. From Kansas City I went to
Chillicothe, 111., as division superin-
tendent of the Fort Madison and Chi-
cago, and I thought I was buried for
all time to come. Finally I was or-
dered to Chicago as superintendent
of terminals and local agent, and a
short time, later I was promoted to
general agent of the freight depart-
ment in Chicago.
"My next position was superintend-
ent of all lines from Chicago to Kan-
sas City, and then I was transferred
to Galveston, becoming general su-
perintendent of the Texas lines. Prom
this position I was elevated to vice
president of the Santa Fe lines in
Texas. I terminated my 17 years'
service with this railroad in 1906,
when I came to St. Louis to become
vice president of the St. Louis and
San Francisco railroad."
Mr. Nixon is married and has one
child. Jack. His wife formerly was
Miss Hattie Pitcher of Michigan. They
were married in 1891. Mr. Nixon is
of medium height and heavy not
fleshy, hut muscular. He is 55 years
old, but appears younger. He stops
XHAS
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In order to carry the increase in
"MrnuBiug uuo to me unristmas sea-
son's early approach, The Optic to-
night appears in a e edition.
Ml the firms advertising in the pa
per are headed by progressive, wide
awake merchants. It will nay everv-
body who has Christmas purchases to
make to peruse the advertisements
closely every night They contain
Many interesting hints for holiday
purchasers and indicate that Las Ve- -
eas merchants have complete stocks
and are offering attractive prices.
0
WAR AND BULLFIGHTS
Newspaper correspondents in Mex
ico often comment upon the greater
Interest shown by the people in bull
fights than in political and social dis
orders and war. In the City of Mex-
ico, menaced on all sides by rebellion
and pillage, more than 25,000 persons
crowded the bull ring on Sunday, ap-
parently as carefree as any crowds
on earth.
Mexicans are not alone in this
In Paris during the terror
great sections of the population were
as- devoted as ever to the gay life of
the - times. In London during the
plague, concerning which Defoe has
romanced, aristocracy pursued its
pleasures and the slums wallowed in
their degradations as usual.
Calamities rarely affect everybody,
no matter what the records say. What
they call war in Mexico would he in
tolerable to most countries, but there
it is accepted philosophically enough
so long as it aoes not interrupt the
bull fights. . 1
Mil. WILSON'S IKCOXr
SISTENC' ., f : 4
That was a neat little sidestep
which President "Wilson exeduted
when he explained to the delegation
of the National American Woman's
Suffrage association why he deemed
it impossible and impolitic to urge
their cause in a message to congress.
But It is likely to rebound on his
head with the force of a hundred of
brick. " i
He styled himself in tie presiden
tial office as merely the spokesman
of his party. He insisted that he was
Lot at liberty to urge on congress in
messages, policies which have not
had the organio consideration of
those for whom he is spokesman.
It was not his province to "start any
thing," he said, and he added: "I
have to confine myself to those
things which have been embodied as
promises to the people at an election.
This i the strict rule I set for my
self."
It wag only the other day, though;
The whole market saseed further
when New Haven went through yes--
teraay'B low record to 66
Pressure against "the market w
unrelieved. 'Weakness 'of old estab-
lished dividend paying stocks influ-enca- d'
heavy selling for '' both ac
counts. New Haven went still
and Pennsylvania and New York Cen
tral duplicated their recent low fig.
ures. Other losses ran from 1 to 21&
points.
The market closed weak. The
speculative sentiment remained
pessimistic to the end. New Ha-
ven continued to give direction to the
entire market; important liquidation
progressed all through the list, and
final prices wera lowest. '
Thfi lildt gains
Amalgamated Copper 69
Sugar".
..V.:..:..,..v:v.'....:.102
Atchison . ........ . . . . 92
Great Northern 107
Southern Pacific 86
Union Pacific 150
United States Steel 55
United States Steel,, pfd 105
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Dec. 12 Wheat today
turned weak in response to lower
calbes. The opening was to
Vi cent lower and a further de-
cline ensued. The close was firm
at lower to cent higher' than
last night.
Weather of a kind to promote de-
liveries from first hands gave a set-
back to the price of corn. The mar-
ket opened a shade to"' downi
auu uuuci weiu mi auuuionai sae. i ne
close was steady, the same as last
night to y cent lower.
Oats eased off with other grains.
Resting commission orders to uy,
however, checked the fall.
First sales of provisions were un-
changed to 5 cents off, and there was
a subsequent downward movement
all around. The closing quotations
were as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 88; May 92.
Corn, Dec. "69; May 69.
Oats, Dec.!b; May 42. -
Pork, Jan. $21; May $21.02.
Lard, Jan. $10.75; May $11.07.
Ribs, Jan. $10.95; May $11.17.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Dec. 12. Hogs, re-
ceipts 9,500. Market steady to 5
cents lower.- Bulk $7.357.70; hea-
vy $7.607.75; packers and butchers
$7.507.70; lights $7.35(g7.60; pigs
$6.507.25.
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market stea-
dy. Prime fed steers $8.2510; dres-
sed beef steers $78.25; western
steers $67.75; southern steers $5.50
7; cows $1.407; heifers $C9;
stackers and feeders. $5.507.50;
bulls $57; calves $6.5011.
Sheep, reo ipts 5,000. Market stea-
dy. Lambs $7.258; yearlings $5.50
6.75; wethers $4.505.50; ewes $1
4.75.
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message to congress, which he deliv-
ered in person,' tos&si out the sugges-
tion that, lie' favored legislation which
would do "sway the national party
conventions of the present variety.
Instead of. the delegate system that
has been in vogue 'during the life of
the; pr.I.'tfcat parties' as they are now
lotiRiinted, he would have the nation
al conventions of the future made up
ct the nominees for house of repre-
sentatives, nominees far the vacancies
In the United States Senate, the Uni
ted States senators holding office, the
members of the national committees,
and the nominees for the presidency
and the vice presidency. This is an
exceedingly revolutionary polltica,
suggestion, as far as national politicsis cuncernea.
Nor has it ever been considered or-
ganically, so far as it is publiclyknown, by the democratic party Cer-
tainly it was not among the promises
of this party on which the last cam-Paig- n
was waged, it may not be an
original idea with Mr. Wilson him-sel- f,
but it has been accepted as suchthe country over, and will be attriht.
ed to him un'ess he makes a specific
ummj or explanation to the mntrTO
This much is positive,' however. Ka
cannot hang the idea on the demo-
cratic party, unless there has been a
secret meeting of the nartv t wh.nt.
this and perhaps other reforms have
ween projected. That is not likelv
Of course, most rules become not- -
ea Because of the exceptions takento them. But it doesn't savor much
of a consistency that is desirable in
a man who holds the high office of
President of the United State to
announce in one breath a ruin wmm,
he did not follow in an immediate
Preceding .breath. He thus openshimself to the charge that he onlyinvokes the rule when it is conven-
ient,
PROMISES AND RESULTS
Government officials are now en.
gaged in the interesting task of figur
ing out tne financial tangle in which
the federal treasury finds itself as a
result of democratic administration
thus far. Already the reduced tariffhas brought a deficit, and if this aver-
age la carried through the rest of the
fiscal year there will be a heavy loss
of revenue.
, it was the contention of
the democratic platform and of demo-
cratic candidates and leaders that any
revenue loss would be more than com-
pensated for by a sweeping reduction
.rtP U 1. a 1u luo 01 nving. But thus far
there has been no perceptible reduc--
J" me cost or living. On the
contrary, it costs more to live today
than ever before.
Great things were expected of th
income tax, the yearly revenue from
this source being estimated at $105.- -
vw.om. Apparently, then, what the
democrats have done is to cut off de
liberately the revenue derived from a
general source and arrange to collect
it from a special source. As the tariff
reduction is proving of no benefit to
the consumers who include all the
people this change means simply that
some 425,000 citizens out of a total of
more than 90,000,000 must be unjustly
taxed upon their industry and prosper
ity in order to make up for the blun
der of a reduced tariff which does not
benefit anybody but foreign producers.
It is no longer claimed by leading
emocrats that the new tariff will have
an appreciable effect on the cost of
living. Recently even some promin
ent democratic officials have denied
that this ever entered into the plan of
tariff revision. Yet the platform
adopted at Baltimore contained these
words: "The high cost of living is a
serious problem in every American
home. The republican party, in its
platform, attempts to escape from re-
sponsibility for present conditions by
denying that they are due to a pro- -
tectlv6 tariff. . W take issue with
them on Bul)ject and charge that
nHRPsi result. in a lnrp--
measure from the high.; tariff by the
republican party. ... . . and we as
sert that no substantial tellet can'be
secured for: the 'people jffhti Lamport
aocies' on ot life are
materially, educed' . Woodrow Wil-
son said in1hecampaign: "Would it
pay to keep up the protective system
through pay envelopes so as to permit
a few workers to rob the rest to en
able these few workers to meet pro-
tectlon's high prices?" So much for
the theory. The facts are different.
The democratic party is succeeding in
reducing wages, but it is in no wise
reducing the cost of living "to the
rest" of the country. The dream of
reducing the cost of living by the sim
ple process of oppressing home in-
dustry has not borne the promised
fruit, and we now begin to feel the
of the new tariff, with the cost
of living higher than ever.
Therefore the problem of making a
satisfactory financial statement to the
people is beset with serious difficul-
ties. A promised economy has not
been effected. Enormous appropria-
tions are lieing asked for in all gov-
ernmental departments, and the ad- -
NEW PRESIDENT OF THE FRISCO
HAS HAD REMARKABLE
p RAILROAD CAREER
St. Louis, Dec. 12. William C. Nix-
on, recently elected president of the
St. Louis and San BVancisco railroad
("The Frisco"), is a very notable ex-
ample of a self-mad- e man, for he rose
from actual poverty by his own un-
aided efforts.
Energy, persistence and courage
were his equipment. He was not two
years old when his father died, leav-
ing his mother in almost indigent cir-
cumstances, with two young sons to
provide for. They llyed in Earlville,
111.
In the spring of 1867, William, then
9 years old, was taken into a furni-
ture store and set to work painting
chairs. But he got more paint on his
clothes than on the chairs and was
discharged. His next job was dump-
ing shavings in a planing mill at $2
a week.: He was promoted from- time
to time Mt was unable to get more
than a boy's salary. .cj v-
Hearing that there were opportuni
ties in Nebraska, he started for that
far away region in a "prairie schoon
er" that happened along, earning his
passage by driving the mule team
At Grayton, Neb., he quit the "schoon
er" and went to work for his "keep'
on a small farm. The farmer, J. C.
Eldridge, had difficulty in maintain
ing his own family, but the boy's
plight appealed to him and he could'nt
turn him away. He told William,
however, that he must keep a look
out for another place.
One day young Nixon observed a
railway section gang at work near the
station at Grayton. He spoke to the
foreman and was told that he could
have a job at $1.75 a day if he would
report at Sjitton, the next station on
the line.
. ,
But how was he to get to Sutton?
The foreman said, he couldn't "pass"
him without he had actually begun
work. Mr. Eldridge was consultel. The
fare was only 90 cents, but the farm
er didn't have even that amount of
cash.
"Tell you what, UI do," said Eld-
ridge finally. "We'll just drive that
big hog of mine to town tomorrow
and sell him."
Next morning it was done, and the
farmer handed William $1.25, half the
proceeds. And so young Nixon got
to Sutton and was put to work.
"That was in December, 1879,"
says Nixon. "I remained with this
gang for a month. We were employ
ed by the Santa Fe railway. One
day a newspaper came into the section
house from Emporia Junction, Kan.
noticed the station agent in that
town was a man who had formerly
lived in Earlville, my home. I wrote
him' and asked for a job.
"A few days later I got a telegram
from Emporia offering me a job as
night watchman at the Santa Fe de-
pot. I had just drawn my month's
pay a few days before, but I had sent
most of it back home to mother, and
was again in trouble. I knew I could
make the trip in a caboose without
expense, but I did want to pay the
two old ladies who cooked for us at
the section house. ';t'
'Finally I broke the news to them.
They thought it was dishonest; tut I
assured them i would send the money
back a'4 'soon as I could c611ect"'my
' p '
salary.
That night I climbed into a ca
boose on a freight train and started
for Emporia Junction. It was a cold
night and I was exposed to the ele-
ments. The next morning I was very
ill. I had to change cars at a small
station in Kansas, and twiien ,1 got off
I met a brakeman who, had been
working, on the Santa Fe. He noticed
that-- I was ill and asked if he, could
be of any assistance.,, , .
"When I, told him I had but one
dime he took he to a drug store,
where he purchased medicine and then
took me to a hotel. He also sum-
moned a doctor, paying ths bill him-
self. He had nursed me back to
health by the next day. After a good
breakfast he put me on the train
which carried me to my destination.
I never saw or heard of him again.
He was what was then known as a
roving brakeman. But I shall never
forget him and I still hope that I may
meet him again.
"When I reached Emporia Junction
I had recovered from my illness. I
went to work as night watchman for
$10 a month. I held this job almost
a year before I could find another
opening. I learned that the Santa
Fe watchman at Albuquerque, N. M.
had been dismissed. I 'asked for the
place and got it. My salary was $G0
a month, and I was given some cler
Tumulty' about world peace and went
to the state department later to pur- -
sue the subject with Secretary
Bryan.
As he left the White Houss, Mr.
Carnegie said he thought business
conditions were going to be " better
than ever" after the new legislation
which congress has in hand, is passed.
He expressed his gratification at the
award of the Nobel prize to Senator
'Root
"I think Senator Root is one of
wisest men in America," he said.
"President Roosevelt said so, Lord
Morley told me he thought so, and
I believe the best thing the republi-
can convention could do would be to
nominate him for president."
"If there were to be no convention
don't you think he would be nomi-
nated at primaries " Mr. Carnegie
was asked by one of his listeners.
"Well," said Mr. Carnegie, "so far
as I'm concerned he would be." J
Mr. Carnegie came to "Washington
to attend the actual meeting of the
"
Carnegie Society for Scientific Re-
search.
FIRED AT MAJOR
Portsmouth, N. H., Dec. 12. Fred-
erick Richardt, a discharged naval
apprentice, today fired on the com-
mander of the prison, Major George
C. Thorpe of the marine corps. The
bullet missed Thorpe by a few in-
ches. The bullet went through the
body of an automobile occupied by
the major just below where he was
sitting. Richardt told the police he
had been trying to shoot Major
Thorpe since Monday, and had fired
at him yesterday. The man was dis
charged from the naval prison on De-
cember 2, after serving II months
for an offense committed at the New
port training station.
GOVERNMENT'S CASE ENDS
New York, Dec. 12. The federal at-
torneys announced today that the
government had 110 more witnesses
to examine in its anti-trus- t suit
against the American Telephone and
Telegraph company and 42 companies
of the Bell Telephone system on the
Pacific coast. This action startejj in
the United States district court' at
Portland, Ore., and follewed a pur
chase by the defendants of a number
of independent and competitive com-
panies. A date will be set later for tne
opening of the defense.
HOW TO USE RED CROSS
SEALS
Red Cross seals should, in ac- -
cordance with order No. 5,020
of the postoffice department,
"be affixed to the reverse side of
domestic mail matter,", and not
on the addresa.'lde of any pack- -
ages that are going through the,
mail. They may be placed any-- ,
where on matter going by ex- -
press. As many seals may be
used on the back of a letter or
package as may be desiredt Care
should be exercised in sending
merchandise) through the mails
not .to
.(place seals over strings
with which the package is tied,
since this seals the package
against inspection and subjects
it to first class postage rates.
Red Cross seals may be used on
the reverse side of mail matter
sent to Austria, Germany, Great
Britain, and most of the British
colonies, r except Jndia and Aus- -
tralia, Guatemala, "Uruguay and
Portugal refuse, to admit mail
'
bearing e "stamps:
Certain European countries; wW
return to the sender any mail
bearing Red Cross seals on the
address side. Red Cross seals
may be used on the face of
checks, on bills, on legal docu- -
ments and on any commercial
paper. These Christmas seals
are not good for postage. They
will not carry any mail matter,
Imt any kind of mall matter will
carry them.
i
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"GREAT DAWSON MINE DISASTER"
A Wonderful Picture in Two Reels
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NEW YORK WOMAN OBJECTS TO
HER SPOUSE BEING SUP-PLIE- D
WITH LIQUOR
New York, Dec. 12. Max Speer, a
saloon keeper of No. C95 Knlcker-bocke- r
avenue, Brooklyn, was con-
victed yesterday in the Brooklyn court
of special sessions of violating the
section of the liquor law which makes
'it a criminal offense for a saloon
keeper to sell liquor to a person whose
guardian, husband, wife or child has
given written orders to the saloon
keeper not to sell to the person. The
offense is a misdemeanor, punishable
by fine or imprisonment, or both. Al-
though Justice Mclnerney in court
urged that Speer be committed to
prison, Justices Russe'l and Zeller
B. W. Charles of Watrous was a vis-
itor in Las Vegas today. '
J. M. Gonzales of Clayton was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Aragon of Manu-elita- s
were visitors In Las Vegas to-
day.
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoema-
ker came in this afternoon for a
tliort business visit
G. Atkinson came in . yesterday
evening from his home at Chicago for
a short business visit
Donald Black came In last night
from his home in Mora for a' few
days' visit with friends.
Rev. Paul Gilberton left last night
for Santa Fe where he will be on
business for the next few days.
Charles Pahst of Michigan is in Las
VegaB audi intends to locate here. He
arrived the early part of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. England of Chi-
sago came in last night for a few
days' visit on their way to Califor-
nia.
J. R. James of Raton was a busi-
ness in Las Vegas today. He is a
well known business man of that
place,
Miss Daisy Fox returned yesterday
from Little Sioux, la., where she has
lieen visiting her parents for the past
month.
Attorney Herbert Clark returned
ihis afternoon from Estancia, where
he has been on business for the past
iew ;days.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher came in
yesterday evening from their home at
Mineral Hill for a few days' stay in
Las Vegas.
Mrs. M. A. Van Houten of Shoema-
ker, who 'has been visiting in Las
When in Doubtdissented. Sentence was suspended.
the next twenty days we will close out ourFOR stock of LADIES' and MISSES' TAILORED
SUITS and LADIES', MISSES' and CHILDREN'S
COATS consisting chiefly of the celebrated LA VOGUE
line, at -
ACTUAL COST
' No discounts or reductions necessary. When
we say a.ctua.1 cost, it means cost price as pur-
chased at the manufacturers.
Also our entire stock of men's and boys' cloth -- .' "
ing consisting of the following:
BOO Men' Suit
300 Youths' and Boy Suits200 Children's Suits , r f
will go at and every other item
at our store at greatly reduced prices.
.; Do not miss this opportunity; it will make the
,v biggest money s a v i n g Christmas
shopping y o u will ever experience.
;'' Come early while our stock is complete "r
HOFFMAN & GPAUBARTH
The Popular Price Store :- -: : : Phone Main 104
Try
It is said to be the first conviction in
this state.
Mrs. Katherine Barth of No. 427
Irving avenue, Brooklyn, charged that
Speer sold liquor to her husband Otto,
despite- - a 'written notice served 'bn
him.
'According to Assistant District
Attorney Cooper the state excise de-
partment will bring an action based,
on the conviction that will take away
Speer's license.
Chief Justice Russell said he be-
lieves the action may be followed by
many similar ones, as it Is an effec-
tive weapon toward the. compulsory
reformation of inebriates. A civil suit
may also be brought under section 42
of the liquor tax law. Mrs. Barth said
yesterday that she had not yet decid-
ed whether she will sue Speer, as his
saloon really is owned by a brewery.
In Illinois heavy damages have been
awarded in such civil actions.
Behind the case brought against
Speer is the story of a family ruined
AUPERTS
H
3M
Vegas for the past few days, left this
afternoon for her home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lowe of Albu MAN WITH BLANK
ouerque left this afternoon for their
home after having been visitors with
Iriends for the past few days. MIND IS A
friends that Colby was killed in the
explosion that they were preparing to
start proceedings to. collect his life
insurance.
Dr. Max R. Charlton of this city
who knew Colby went to Pullman a
few days ago to identify the student.
He refused last night to tell whether
his identification is positive, saying:
"I have no statement to. make. I
don't wish to discuss the case."1'
by a drinking husband. ' Barth, forElias Garcia,
sheriff of Rio Arriba
county, came in this afternoon from
1YSTERY
tli at place with an insane woman
who was placed in the state asylum
C. L. Blisrine of Chicago was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today
several years has received $148.50 per
month from the government as a pen-
sion for injuries received while work-
ing in the Brooklyn navy yard as a
ship's carpenter. According to Ms
wife he poured the moAey into Speer's
saloon until she and her children
He is an inspector for the Fred Har-
vey company In the dining car ser
vice. A Store full of seasonable goods.were destitute. She tried every meansto reform him without success.Joe Ament of the Las Vegas Steam HOW THE BIG ONES
ENDED THE SEASON
iminrirv left- this morninu for the Finally she told her story to Law
STUDENT IN AN ENGINEERING
COLLEGE CANNOT REMEM-
BER THE PAST
Pullman, Wash., Dec. 12. The most
remarkable case of lost Identity ever
brought to the attention of the in-
structors in psychology at the State
college is that of a man, about 35
years old, intelligent and of studious
southern part of the state where- - he
will visit with relatives for the next
lew days.
yer George B. Serenbetz of No. 1612
Broadway, Brooklyn, Serenbetz and
Assemblyman Karutz, who was
brought into the trouble by the hus-
band, managed to reconcile the couple.
This was in the fall of 1912, when the
Fred Anton, assistant trainmaster
if th Rio nrande division of the
inclinations, who enrolled in the deSanta Fe Railway company, former
couple lived at No. 281 Cornelia
RECORDS OF THE LARGE COL-LEG- E
FOOTBALL TEAMS
IN 1913 SEASON
Following are the records of the
big college football teams for the sea-
son of 1913, just closed:
College Won Lost Tied
Look at our
La Unf!iasQ3, FrlonGfaip Craccfcfo
Qnutoir Gfanina (in Urn VJinsfoiv)
Iqy located at this city, came in last
night from Albuquerque for a short street. 0tI
But a few weeks later, October 26,visit. He left this afternoon for San
la Rita, accompanied by his wife,
--who has been visiting her parents for
partment of civil engineering at the
beginning of the college year. He
gives the name of William. Summer-ville- ,
but the college authorities have
no proof that that is his true name.
Every recollection of his past life
is blotted from his memory with the
exception of three items.
Summerville- - eays that he remem-
bers clearly that his parents were
drowned In tie Galveston flood. Be
1912, Barth purchased the house at
No. 427 Irving avenue In the name of
the saloonkeeper. Then he became so
Intoxicated at times, Mrs. Barth swore
in her testimony, that he dragged his
'some time.
PUBLIC NOTICE
children, Otto, five, and Catherine,Owing to a city law forbidding auc
two, from saloon to saloon, placing
them on the bars.
tion sale3 it will not justify me to
liold such a sale. But I will have a
daily Give Away sale of all goods at
cost, less 20 per cent discount for cash
sides this he has a faint remembrance
of seeing Maude Adams,, the actress,
and of being a member of a surveying
Amherst 3
Annapolis ; 7
Auburn 8
Brown
- 4
Bucknell . 6
Carlisle 10
Chicago 7
Cincinnati . 5
Clemson
.
Colgate 6
Cornell 5
Dartmouth 7
Georgetown . 4
Georgia - ... 6
Harvard - 9
Holy Cross 4
Illinois 4
till Christmas. Come now everybody.
crew1 In central Washington someCellers Jewelry Store, 521 Sixth St.
Mrs. Barth, in despair, again went
to Lawyer Serenbetz November 21,
1912. Persuasion was tried again, un-
successfully. Then Serenbetz unearth-
ed the little used section of the liquor
tax law.
Frank Geiger, a law clerk In Seren-betz'- a
office, on July 29 eerved the
notice required by law on Speer, In
Adv. months ago..- -
'"''
An examination of .Summerville by
the college professors in psychologyWILL EXPEL SPANIARDS
Pasn Try . Dec. 12. Members shows that he has an acquaintance of
surveying Instruments, but that he Is
deficient in a knowledge of mathem
thl Spanish colony in El Paso late to-- ers. All sections of the country are 32 miles four laps ahead of the rac- -which Mrs. Barth officially warned ,
represented;' The commissioners haveatics essential to the practical survey
The ten leading teams had tuada
2,164 miles 9 laps at 3 o'clock thia
afternoon. The previous record 0 was
2,144 miles 6 laps made by McFarlandl
and Moran in 1908. v.
or SJ ? j.
He has proved;? an industrious stu
pid. .
The relative position of the teams
which was unchanged at 12 o'clock,
tha one hundred and eighth hour. At
that Lour the leaders had covered
miles 4 lap. The old record is
2.0S6 miles flat
dent and spends much time in the col
Speer not to sell any more liquor to
her husband. According to affidavits
In the case, Speer laughed at the
paper and immediately sold Barth
eight Whiskies. v. : f.jVi,,,,
Ridgewood Phillips of No. 264
Bushwick avenue testified yesterday
lege library reading works on history
Indiana ... 3
Iowa 4
Kansas
Kentucky . 5
Lafayette 4
Lehiglr. 5
MalneS
.
-- . 5
Michigan 6
been considering for ; days the possi-
bility of making Intrastate rates uni-
form with the nation-wid- e rates of the
interstate commerce commission. The
federal commission Is represented by
W. A. Ryan, who today explained and
defeated the national rata. T, B. Har-
rison 6f New York, chairman of the
joint committee of the express com
cotton rags atand science. . He seems familiar with
textbooks on botany and trigonometry.
lajj telegraphed protests to the Span-
ish ministers in Washington and
Mexico City against the action of
Tebels at Chihuahua who are report-
ed to have given notice that all
Spaniards must leave the city with-
in ten days, The investments of citi-
zens of Spain in northern Mexico are
large. TJnited States Consul Edward
In Juarez today said he had received
.no official report of the entry of the
rebels into the British consulate to
arrest Luis Terrazas, Jr.
WANTED Clean
Optio office.
Summerville is tall and? well built arid
speaks with a Southern fccent. He
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that after the notice had been served
he and Barth had .several drinks to-
gether which were sold to Barth by
Speer.
is paying his expenses at the college ) Minnesota - 8 panies, has been a leader in the fightby day labor on new college building. for uniform; rates.
Name May Be Colby
Spokane, Wash.', Dec. 12 The lost
UNTIL DECEMBER. 18th.
WE HAVE DECIDED TO CONTINUE OUR
NO SETTLEMENT EXPECTED
Chicago, Dec. 12. Prospects of an TEN TEAMS TIED
New York, Dec. 12. At 8 o'clock,
today, the one hundred and fourth
apparently irreconcilable difference
between advocates of uniform express
rates all over the country and state
identiy. subject at the Washington
State college Is believed to be Wil-
liam . Summerville Colby of .Ramsdcll,
Idaho, near s Mary's, who Vas given''
up for dead after the cabin on his
hour of the six-da- y bicycle face,' ten
teams were tied for first' place, ' the
Corry-Walk- team having
'
gained - a
commissions which will fight for" their
TO HELP FLOOD VICTIMS
Chicago, Dec. 12. au appeal" for
help- for the JJood sufferers of
Navae6tv Tex. W.as 'revived, here
today by Mayor Harrison from A. P.
Brigance. and, .J Jff--. Baylor of the
Navasota relief committee. The ap-
plication cEtme'. in' a telegram which
said that the committee had attempt
own rates developed today ' in the B J 61 i I fcM 53 E - f i I V5 T 3 S ; it
conference here of th8 National Asso lap, The leaders at' that hour had
ciation of State Railroad Commission traveled 2,047 miles 6 laps, which is
homestead was dynamited September
5.
Last, Wednesday friends of Colby
who reside in Spokane firet learned of
the student "William Summerville"
Missouri' . 7
Nebraska i" .'. ., 8
New York 0
Northwestern
.; 1NotreDame --.... 7
Ohio1
-- ".'.. ;".:: 4
Pennsylvania .6,,
Penn. State1 ' .. 2 :
Pittsburgh ." ..t:.!-'- 1
'
Princeton 5
Purdue !...' 4Swarthmore . . 1
Syracuse . 7
Tufts - . 7
Vanderbilt . 4
Villanova . 8
Virginia 6
Wash, and Jeff. .... 9
Wash, and Lee , 8
Wesleyan -- . 5
West Point i 8
Williams .. 3
Wisconsin S
Yale
-
6
ned to survive without outside aid, but
was at last compelled to confess to from a tnan who claimed to have pos--.
an urgent need of clothing, bedding
and money. The mayor said he would
take action to obtain the needed sup
FOR. SPOT CASH ONLY;
$ O.GO For SI2.00 Golden O&k Dressers
1 11.05 For S15.00 Golden Osxk Dressers
14 OD For $19.50 Golden Osxk Dressers
1CC5 For $22.50 Maple Dressers
8.35 For S10.00 Otvk Chiffoniers
17.G5 For $22.50 QeJ. Chiffoniers
and thousands of other ba.rgs.ins suitable
for Christmas Presents
plies here.
HONOR FOR SAY RES
London. Dec. 12. Francis Bowes
DAILY GIVE AWAY SALE
Silverware, Jewelry, Watches, Clocks, Holiday
Novelties and French Ivory goods at
absolute cost and
20 psr ccsst tfisooasst for Cash
Biginning today till Christmas.
Celler's Jewelry Store.
itively "Identified him. Further, In-
quiry has served to practically con-
vince them that the missing home-
steader and the student are the
same person, although the student
has refused to recognize his old ac-
quaintances.
One parallel ln the case that is
cited is that Colby has learned some-
thing of surveying while In the log-
ging camps, and the student also
showed knowledge along this line.'
The mother of Colby, Dr. Margaret
Colby, who also has a homestead near
Ramsdril.i is. reported seriously ill.
Sayre and Mrs. Sayre, formerly Miss
' Jessie Woodrow Wilson, were guests
at dinner tonight of Lord Haldane,
the lord chancellor. ' Mow ISc- Eacb iFor all Latest Popular 2"cand 33c Sheet Elasic . . .ARTHUR BUTLER WEDS
Fall River, Mass., Dec. 12. An-
nouncement was made today of the
marriage at Providence of Arthur
Bouthillier, better known as Arthur
1
I
lb, JL
Few persons know that Joseph
Smith of Independence, Mo.; son of
the founder of the Mormon church and
president of the Reorganized Latter
Day Saints, is the head of an organi-
zation which does not believe and
never has believed in polygamy.
Her son always showed great attach-
ment for his mother, but no letters Butler, Infielder on the Pittsburgh 521 - Sixth St. crrciiE in: y. c. a.National League baseball team, and
Miss Mary Scheslor of this city.
have been received by her sinoe his
disappearance. So positive were, --r.:;
-"- WK.jaCA VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1913
The Right
STRA 1 TOPICS FROM V V V a Cigarette
II V LlTlLb ULU MbW YUKK
New York, Dec. 12 The business
district of New York city Is undergo-fo- g
constant changes owing to the
answered with the brutal statement
that, as the men furnished the money
for maintaining .the establishment,
they were entiled to have what they
I. In fingers of left hand, hold
cigarette paper curved, so as to
receive the tobacco. Four right
quantity of "Bull" Durham out
of muslin sack with right hand,
strewing tobacco evenly in paper.
tact that its limits are rapidly being
extended toward the upper part of wanted. The boycott threatened to
Manhattan island. There was a time be a failure and the women, all mem-he-n
business houses engaged in the;bers of the Flatbush; branch of the
fame line of business were grouped Women's Municipal league, held
certain comparatively small other meeting. What the trend of
JaZ.:' ? A 1 J ''A j ; f
E-.'-
v- While the Supply Lasts sj'l t5El '
rf A 200-Le- af 1 ,f '
thir deliberations was has not beendistricts. There was a paper district,
a furniture district, a hardware dis divulged, but it is a strange fact that
ever since that meeting there hastrict, a drug district, a silk district,
II. Then place your two thumbs
next to each other in the middle
of the paper in this position.etc., but time has worked many bren an unprecedented demand for
changes in this system. Mauy of the eSSs of guaranteed antiquity. It is
houses outgrew their quarters and as whispered that many men who have
they could not find larger quarters l)een m the habit of eating eggs for
la their respective district they mov-- j breakfast all their lives have recently
d to some other part of the business sworn off and have declared that even
district, farther away from the lower ;t0 hear the word "eS3" has become
end of Manhattan. Broome street, for displeasing to them,
instance, which five years ago might
liave been described as the busiest; Tlle strange disappeaarnce of Purk
find most flourishing thoroughfare in Commissioner Charles B. Stover, a
the drygoods district, is now deserted maa f considerable prominence, is
to a great extent. All the large andicausl"S Ereat deal' of worry to his
isome of the smaller concerns have numerous friends in this city. Mr.
Jiioved awy and the rest will prob-- j Stover was last seen in New York
ably follow. The buildings vacated City on October 15 last and, although
by them are being occupied by manu-- ! letters and checks have been received
III. And roll the cigarette on the
lower fingera, so that the index
fingers move up and the thumbs
move down. With the thumbs,
gently but firmly force the edge
of the papnr ever the tobacco, and
.
fa
5 A
4"" "llfliacturinir concerns of different kinds irom him, bearing various postmarks, IV. Shape the cigarette by roll-ing it with the thumbs, as you
draw them apart.and the change is constantly going on. t i m
nobody seems to know where he is
and why he does not return to New
York, where a considerable amount ofPostmaster Edward M. Morgan gave work conneed with his office as thebut some interesting statistics of the' 0, th(j park department await.
Jiosi.ai bllvingM uaiiis Eyaim in iviuu- -
Jiattan and the Bronx the other day. Ing his return. There are many theo-ries concerning his absence, but most
of them lack a substantial basis. Mr. V. Hold the cigarette in your
right hand, and
The branch of the savings bank was
"opened here on August 1, 1911. On
October 31 last there were 38,839
with $3,092,099, or an aver-
age of about $91 for each depositor.
The total deposits in Brooklyn aggre-sat- e
$1,163,487. The statistics show
That 36 per cent of the depositors are
native born whites, and that they had
17.6 per cent of the total deposits;
Stover's friends, now thoroughly
alarmed, have started a country-wid- e
search for the missing man, but so far
It has been fruitless.
One of the briefest wills ever enter-
ed for probate in the New York Sur-
rogate's court was filed the other day.
The testator was Adolph Goebbles
French Cigarette Papers
1?o Every Purchaser of a 5c Sack of "Bull" Durham Tobacco
LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW are the finest cigarette papers in the world.
They are made in France, used in every corner of the globe and sold in 5c
books everywhere. "BULL" DURHAM Tobacco rolled in LA CROIX
WHEAT STRAW papers makes fresh, fragrant, hand-mad- e cigarettes that
afford lasting enjoyment to millions of experienced smokers. The object of this
free offer is to induce more smokers to roll their own cigarettes from ripe, mellow
VI. Moisten the projecting edge
of the paper.
1.7 per cent were foreign-bor- n whites and aside from the dale line and the
signature the will contained only the
folowing words: "In case of my
death, my belongings go to my wife."
Mr. Goebbles died on November 6,
leaving an estate worth $6,000.
with 80.8 per cent of the total depo-
sits; 2.2 per cent were negroes and
0.1 per cent were other non-white-
8.5 per cent of the depositors are
.men or boys, and 31.5 per cent wom-- n
or girls. I
At the Memorial Parish house in
Columbia university, New York's Scotch Plains, N. J., a Thanksgiving :o) n r.vgreat institution of learning, undoubt-- 1 dinner was given by the church last nVII. With fingers close ends ofcigarette by twisting the paper,and you have a cigarette prop-er!- y
made, properly shaped and
ready to sraolre. Pi n ff nn a riedly holds the record .for the number week and nearly the whole village at-o-fstudonts among all the American tended the banquet. In accordanceuniversities and colleges. The num-
ber of student immatriculated this
year is 13,299, nearly double the num-
ber of students immatriculated at any
other university In the country. To,
with traditlon.turkey formed the chief
feature of the fsast. Unfortunately
the turkeys purchased for the occa-
sion had died under the axe many
years ago and had been resurrected
VII. This is NOT the way to make
a cigarette. The thumbs not
the index fingers should be fr.pd.
gfvo instruction to this army of stu-'fro- their icy sepulchres by some
de-jt- s there are 907 professors and 'commission house to be placed on the
ww.Uers. Teachers' college heads the. market before they crumbled to pieces
viit among the various branches of from decay. The result was that 82
(Enough for 40 hand -- made cigarettes in each 5c sack)
Enough "BULL" DURHAM is sold in a year to make approximately
12 BILLION cigarettes as many as all brands of ready-mad- e ciga-
rettes in this country combined and the sales are still growing. This
proves that" the majority of smokers prefer the cigarettes they roll for
themselves, to their own liking, from "BULL" DURHAM Tobacco,
to any ready-mad- e cigarette they can buy.
The rich, fresh fragrance and smooth, mellow, satisfying flavor of "BULL"
DURHAM hand-mad- e cigarettes are a revelation. Take advantage of this free
offer learn to roll your own, and enjoy the most satisfying luxury in the world.
persons, who had partaken of the an-
tique fowl became ill from ptomaine
poisoning and the combined medical
force of Scotch plains and '' several
neighboring villages had to work over-
time to save 'the lives, of the poisoned
feasters.
ill v 1 1 ' fSv
111 1 t;- -t ' JjJ
III tk f"-j- ., 4"v ' " ,v' )
;the university, with 1,670 students,
and the graduate schools have 1,496.
Columbia college has 841 students, and
freshman clasg of 325, the largest
in its history. The schools of engi-
neering have G65, Barnard college has
)22, the shcool of law 450, the college
of pharmacy 441, the school of med-
icine 341, the school of architecture
and music 159 and the school of jour-
nalism 106. In extension courses 2
are enrolled, and there are 1,152
an special courses in teachers' college
while 4,539 attend the summer
The Brotherhood Welfare associa-
tion, which is composed of hoboes,
has accepted the offer of Bishop
Greer to use the basement of All
Saints church as a place of shelter
and meeting. When the offer was
originally made the hoboe members
were decidedly opposed to accepting
Look for free offer sign on a dealer's win-
dow today and avoid disappointment, a3dealers have only a limited, supply of free
bocks of LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW
papers and cannot obtain more. Get a 5cit, because they feared "proselyting"
and an attempt to interfere with their
religious convictions and their inher
sack of " BULL" DURHAM and ask the dealer for the free book
of LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW cigarette papers.
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANYent right to keep away from all work,
if it could be done. It took consider-
able persuasion on the part of the
bishop to overcome their scruples.
Incensed at the exorbitant price
charged for fresh or supposedly fresh
vegsrs, the good housewives of Flatbush,
a, residential section of Brooklyn, met
and decided to boycott the dealers so
far as the purchasing of eggs is con-
cerned. The edict went forth to stop
the use of eggs in their homes and
tor a while nothing that looked like
a hen fruit could have been found in
any Flatbush home.v But the women
(rTrnii n mm1 mmmmmtMmu'irmiiinmmBmf iv MmHmm
uecial lolice to Dealers: THIS, IS A SPECIAL OFFER AND WE WANT EVERY DEALER IN LAS VEGAS TO BE SUPPLIED WITHTHESE LA CROIX WHEAT STRAW CIGARETTE PAPERS. ALL DEALERS WHO HAVE NOT YET SECUR-ED A SUPPLY CAN DO SO BY APPLYING TO. A. A. BATTMER AT "BULL" DURHAM HEADQUARTERS
AT CASTANEDA HOTEL. i
The unofficial but
statement that Al Copeland, the for-
mer Yale and Princeton athletic train-
er and d athlete in his day
has been selected to train the Aus-
trian track and field team for the
had Dot taken into consideration the
obstinacy of their husbands. Nearly
all the married men insisted upon
having eggs for breakfast as usual Olympic games of 1916 at Berlin adds American
athletes and trainers who
are being engaged to coach foreign
disagreed. The prosecution has now
decided to try its luck on the bigamy
charge.
and the arguments of their wives were' another to the growing list of famous teams for competition ' against the
United States entries three years
hence. Copeland follows Ernie Hiert.
berg, who is under contract to Swed
How to Bankrupt the Doctors
A prominent New York physician
says, "If lt were not for the thin stock-
ing and thin soled shoes worn by
women the doctors would probably he
bankrupt." When you contract a cold
do not wait for it to develop into
nripnmnnln Tint front It at rtnra Priam- -
en, and Alvin Kraenzlein, who will
train the German athletic coaches
and athletes. France, Belgium and
final tests. Just as Instructors in other
departments prepare the men for the
final examinations. Only in athletics,
however, does the teacher lend a
hand in the final examination. The
single sport in which he does not
is rowing. Would lt not be advisable
to adopt In all the branches of sport
some measure which would leave the
men to themselves In the final test?
In this way leadership for the cap-
tain and responsibility for all the
players would be more fully devel-
oped. Also the results of the contests
would depend more upon the intelli-
gence of the competitors and less
upon the cleverness of the coach."
ney action and rheumatic pains, are
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St, Taun-
ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
87th birthday, and thought I was be-yon-d'
the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most bene,
ficlal in my case. o. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
DILLINGHAM 70 YEARS OLD
Washington, Dec. 12. Senator Wil-
liam P. Dillingham 0f Vermont re-
ceived the congratulations of his col-
leagues today on the occasion of hi
seventieth birthday anniversary. Mr.
Dillingham was elected to the senate
in 1900 to succeed the late Justin S,
Morrill and Is now serving his thlri
term.
Greece are also considering similar
- V vvK:
hi
I w
moves, and even England may en berlain's Cough Remedy is intended.gage one of the Americanized English
athletes to help in the reorganization
of her team, now that the Olympic
fund has passed the $50,000 mark.
TO TRY VON KLEIN FOR BIGAMY
Portland, Ore., Dec. 12. E. E. C.
von Klein, who is said to be the son
of an eminent scholar and university
professor living near Chicago, is to
be placed on trial in the circuit court
here tomorrow on a charge of having
more wives than the law allows. Von
Klein's troubles date from a saunter
he took through the famous palm
room of the Congress hotel in Chicago
about a year ago. Scarcely had he
entered the. room when a handsomely
gowned woman dropped the cup from
which she was sipping tea and spring-
ing to her feet exclaimed that she
had found her long lost husband. Von
Klein : emphatically denied that he
was the long lost one, but he was
locked up on evidence furnished, by
the woman that he had married her
In San Francisco In 1911 when he
already had a wife. She further al-
leged that while they were living in
Portland von Klein disappeared with
her jewels and consequently engaged
in business In Minneapolis. Since his
return to Portland the accused man
has been tried twice on the larceny
charge and each time the jury has
especially for coughs ana corns, auu
has won a wide reputation by its
cures of these diseases. It Is most
effectual and is pleasant and safe to
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
WITHDRAWAL OF FEDERAL AID
Columbia, S. C, Deo. 12. Governor
Bleaso and ,the ranking officers of
I lo I tight
Tco Dark.r
the National Guard of South Carolina
for the Rayo mot. In conference here today to dis
cuss the refusal of the United States
war department to give further aid
The agitation to eliminate the pro-
fessional baseball coach during the
playing of inter-varsit- y games is at
present the subject of correspondence
and discussion among a number of
eatern colleges. It is the contention
that the nines should play their game
without the field assistance and ad-
vice of the professional coach, if lt
is to be a purely amateur contest.
The "Harvard AlumI Bulletin" ex-
presses the following editorial opin-
ion on the subject!
"The object of these athletic teach-
ers is to prepare the men for their
to the five companies of the state
Guarding Agalnst8 CroupThe best safeguard against croup is
a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound In the house, p. H. Ginn,
Middleton, Ga., writes: "My children
are very susceptible to croup, easily
catch cold.- I give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound and In
every instance they get prompt relief
and are' soon cured. We keep It athome and prevent croup." O. G.
Schaefer, Red C'ces Drug Store.
Adv. .
California Woman Seriously Alarmed
"A short time ago I contracted a
sever cold which eettled on my lungs
and caused me a great deal of annoy-
ance. I would have bad coughing spells
and my lungs were so sore and In-
flamed I began to be seriously alarm-id- .
A friend recommended Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy, saying she had
nsed lt for years. I bought a bottle
and it relieved my cough the first
night, and in a weeH I was rid of the
iold and soreness of my lungs," writes
Miss Marie Gerber, Sawtelle, Cal. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
militia which failed to pass the last
- n
easy if you ha vearehable
lantern. The RAYO doesn't sputter, sneeze and go out just when you need it.
Tfour best frfend out-doo- rs after dark. The RAYO is safe, handy and built to
last At dealers every vtrhnre.
THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY(Incorporated in Colorado)
..... .!-
- in. . amm Both rfe'n Slt UU CifT
inspection.
Mot Beyond Help at 87
Sleep-disturbin- g bladder weakness,
stluness in Joints, weak, Inactive kid- -
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ocracy An entirely different sort
of program seems to be Impending,
service employs several, both on in-
land lakes and In salt water, In Flor-
ida nnd Alaska.
CO AFTER VIOLENT STORM SItesllh StrcngUi
fi)
WILL
BOB
The editor of Motor, one of the
tight little isle's foremost auto pub-
lications, writes of the innovation as Trunk manufacturers in ColoradoBilli'S THE OLD RELIABLEBAIN WAGONGOOD FORfollows. "The big race at Indianapolis is held on a public holiday.Duffy's
Puro
Whfskey
Go Hand In Hand
WORK
NOME
are abandoning the usual basswood
and cottonwood for the trunk box,
and are turning to Englemann spruce,
which combines lightness, strength
and ease of working.
Why not a similar race at Brook-land- s,
say, Whit Monday? Well adRECORD
vertised, it would attract an enorm
ous crowd. Khy not?" In England
and Ireland, Whit Monday is a bank One of the big Chicago packing
companies did a gross businessholiday, like Decoration Day,, the
E, A. MOROSS, HIS FORMER MAN-
AGER, LAYS PLAS AGAINST
SPEED KING
THE OCEAN CHURNED UP MIL-
LIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH
OF GOLD DUSTspeedway's choice, in this country. amounting to $104,408,789 during the
year ending November 1 last.V---
-- rr In October a terrific storm andEXPENSIVE RODENTSLondon, Dec. 12. Forty million rats
yi
1
There 13 nothing
th;.t stimulates di The municipal authorities of Ber tidal wave nearly destroyed the town Alin have forbidden men to smoke of Nome, on the edge of Behring eea.gestion and ena-bles you to get vi-
tality, energy and
ire aided the waves in the work of
in the British Isles annually destroy
merchandise of the value of $60,000,-000- .
Dr. W. Allen Daley, medical
health officer of Bootle, England, in a
while driving automobiles, ruling that
many accidents have been due to the
strength from the food you eat like practice.
Daily's Pure Kait Whiskey recent issue of Public Health calls at-
tention to the pernicious activities of
destruction. Apparently the town,
which in the days of its glory held
20,000 persons, but which since the
beach diggings began to give out in
1910, had dwindled to an
population of one-tent- h that
BEULAH BUDGET "
j World's records established on the
Indianapolis motor speedway for a
mile and under are expected to go
by the boards next spring during the
campaign for the dethronement of Bob
llurman, speed king, by his
E. A. Moross. Systematically,
relentlessly, the world's premier driv-
er is to be shorn o his royal hon-
ors.
First, Burman's beach records
must be assailed. Either De Palma
or Earl Cooper, California's racing
firebrand, will be employed, in Feb-
ruary, probably, to better his 142-mil- e
an hour average at Daytona in 1911.
Both the Blitzen-Benz- , the present rec-
ord holder, and the new Jumbo-Ben-
The recent storm gave us in the
It contains the splendid blood mak-
ing and system building qualities of
ripe grain, carefully malted, so es-
sential to the weak and rundown.No family should be without it Buy
a bottle today. Be sure the "OldChemist"" trprta. eaaaB
the rat and his body parasite, the flea.
Rats not only destroy much valuable
goods in warehouses and on shipboard
but as carriers of disease they are rec-
ognized as a constant menace to
health.
mountain, regions about nine inches of
snow, and a temperature of about
eight above zero. The clear days fol
uumuer, naa received a blow from
which it would never recover.
But Representative Albert Johnsoa,
whose constituents in the state of
mark is on the J0 lowing have cleared the south slopes
and stock on the range are gettingvouie. k is a syYx j V;guarantee of pur- - Sf 1
Ifir rtfA AVnT!n.A V. Washington have big interests there,plenty of feed. Co.Tn mr.A htlJH AW"' 1 declares the tidal wave and storm is
only, $1.00 at mostWX the best thing that has happened to Gross, Kelly &
Sole Agents
S. L. Barker captured a large moun-
tain lion this week, putting two balls
through him. The beast is a monster Nome since the day in 1898 when adruggists, grocers XScand dealers. &e hsS stray prospector found gold on theand measures over six feet. Mr.The Dully Mall ffhlakey Co.. Bocheater. B. T. i
FOREST NOTES
Twenty states have published re-
ports of their wood-usin- g industries.
A good grade of excelsior is being
made from fire-kille- d Alpine fir and
Englemann spruce In Colorado.
It is predicted that western yellow
desolate beach.Barker UBed to figure some as a lion
hunter, having in one forenoon plao
That storm," said he to a New
York World reporter on his way
through New York to Washington
1ed three scalps in his belt, but being
past his sixty-fift- h mile post on the from a spellbinding tour in New Engjourney of life he had turned over his f Jefferson Kaynolds, PresidentE. D. Raynolds. Vice President. S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallot Raynolds. Cashier. H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
pine will furnish an excellent source
of turpentine as the southern pine
becomes exhausted.
land, "has driven the beach inland
four miles. Now do you see what it
means? Nearly all the gold that has
nunung equipment to the younger
set, but they failing to keep up the
come out of Nome was washed out of
record he borowed their outfit and
as a result brought down his game
a 300-hor- power affair, will be us-
ed. Either of these cars can easily
turn the trick, it is said.
Then there remain but the speed-da- y
records. The dirt track eham-jtonshi- p
la already no longer Bur-man'-
having been recaptured by
Barney Oldfield, after a lapse of many
years, at Bakersfield, Calif., In his
special front drive Christie, this fall.
True, Bob also possesses a couple of
Intermediate beach honors, 20 and 30
miles, made In the Buick Big at Jack-eonvil-
In 1911, and a number of the
awards; these, however, do not count
It Is thought Moross' proteges will
have considerably more difficulty on
the speedway than the beach, on ac-
count of the. quick acceleration and
sudden braking required by the Hm- -
While there are five hemlocks in the beach. The ibeaches were pannedNext!
ited straightaways. When Burman
set his famous mark of 35.35 for a
mile he narrowly escaped sailing over
the embankment at the end of his
flight into the next township. Only
the most violent wheel manipulation
prevented a fatal spill
The bally, blooming Britishers are
coming round at last. Wakened by
reports of the enormous success of
500-mil- e racing on the Indianapolis
motor speedway, where 80,000 is the
average crowd, they now propose to
stage at Brooklands an event of like
caliber. To date they have been con-
tent with speed trials for the motor--
the tJnlted States, only two are
'
of the first dav outi out or nearly so and the town beganWe are still waiting for those fish,any commercial importance, common to go back.
"All the gold was not above lowMr. Warden. Being late can you not
compensate by giving us more dl
hemlock and western hemlock. Of
these two western hemlock makes water mark. It extended some dis
them, for our little creek?the better lumber.
The famous Hainlen ranch is to
change hands about the beginning ofThe Philippine bureau of forestry
uses a launch for service between the new year.
RUSTICUS.islands. The United States forest
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profils, $25,000.
In every department of B&nkingl we
a.re prepared to give the best of J service
tance out to sea, as far out as dredges
could work with safety, so wealthy
men have ,been getting gold with the
aid of such powerful machines. as are
used on some of the creeks in Alaska.
That is a rich man's method of min-
ing. . '
"But now with the beach driven in-
land four miles, the gold that lay in
remglhen Yoiif System
deep water is undoubtedly in the
sands of the new beach, and well.
Nome will be itself again.
"You just wait until spring comes,
when it is possible to get into Nome, interest Paid en Time Depositsand you will see the greatest rush
ever. Of course, those that are in
Id Resist '
Cold WeatlteF Diseases
Put yourself in shape, now, to successfully com-
bat and keep from having colds, grippe, bronchitis,
pneumonia, catarrh, typhoid fever, rheumatism, etc.
Get well and strong. See to it that your blood and
nerves your entire system are in perfect condition.
Nome now will have the first chances
at the best claims, but that.won't de
ter thousands from making the trip
1,050 FULLY EPPPEO AT YOUR DOOR
the first moment any snipmaster is
willing to .take his chances of taking
his vessel through the Arctic ice.
"Why, just now there are thousands
of old Klondike and Nome miners, as
well as many more thousands who
never saw either camp, scrimping and
saving to get a 'stake' to go in and
try their luck. They believe there are
as many millions if not more to be
F ' ?.
had there now than there was in the
old, glad days, and each wants to get
his share. i f-- 'l P - .
'It will, unless all signs fail, be one
of the greatest rushes north the gold
fields of Alaska have ever seen." OVERLAND MODELS? TCMlwe Oil EmulsIoiH Nome was a speck on the map until
Telephone or call and we will have our1S9S, Then 3 tramp prospector stum-bled upon its rich beach. The spring demon1 r ,r of 1899 saw a considerable number of
s?; I f.;
-
--f S --V 9
atrator show you
Las Vegas Mobile S Machine Co
Phone Main 344. Wm. Whalen, Prop.
miners In the new camp. But it was
not until the next year that the great
rush began.
That season there were 20,000 per-
sons in the town, and in the ten years
that followed the mining part of the
population added $40,000,000 to the
world's share of gold. It became a
town rather than a camp, with
churches, schools, a munrcipal govern-
ment, banks, a telephone system, elec-
tric light plant, fire and water depart-
ments, and even a system of sewer-
age.
It had but two streets, both parallel
to the beach, the first of which
Front street was lined with some
rather pretentious stores, the other
being given up to residences. It had
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description t
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main is
East. Las Vegas. Ne Mexicot
to recovery when his father met with
an automobile accident which result-
ed in his death.' The shock of this
and grief over the death of his fath-
er no doubt acted against the boy,
for since these events he had been
sinking until the end came. Every-
thing that medical skill could do for
the boy was done. Specialists were
brought from El Paso to work on the
case, but a cure could not be effect-
ed. The remains, which had been
prepared for interment at Cox's un-
dertaking rooms, were followed by a
number of mourners to Finos Altos,
JONES-BOWER- MONUMENT CO
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
E. A. JONES ' W. W. BOWERS.
(WITH IIYPOPIIOSPI1ITES)
Is designed to prevent as well as to relieve disease, whether
caused by cold weather, overwork or worry. Vaccination
prevents smallpox; inoculation with antitoxin prevents
diphtheria. . Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion strengthens the
body to resist the growth of disease germs in the blood, and
thus fortifies the" system and puts it into a proper healthy
condition to resist disease
Every person not in perfect health has incipient germs
of some distressing ailment in his or her system.
You who are weak and run-dow- n, from whatever
cause
You who are apparently well now, but whom past
experience has taught are liable to catch cold easily and
suffer from the various other effects of cold weather
Take home a bottle of Rexall Olive Oil EmuIsSoa
today and use it as a means to get ne and keeP fei
It is an Ideal Nerve Food Tonic
The Hypophosphites it contains are recommended by leading physi-
cians everywhere as extremely valuable in all cases of debility and
weakness. The pure Olive Oil.is one of the most nutritious and ed
foods known to science. It helps to rebuild wasting
tissues and restore health and strength in convalescence and
in all conditions of feebleness, debility, wasting, emaciation,
malnutrition, and particularly in throat and lung affections.
It is equally suitable for the child, the adult and the aged. It
contains no alcohol or dangerous or habit-famin- g 'drugs.
It is very pleasant to take.
Enough for full two weeks' treatment, $1.00.
Sold only at The Rexall Stores the World's Greatest Drug
Stores and always with a full guarantee of satisfaction,
or your money back.
Sold In this community only at
an ample supply of saloons, and at one
time it was estimated that no fewer
than 600 gamblers made their living
at their trades there.
where services were held at 2:30 Sun
day afternoon in the church, and at
which point interment was made in
tht family burial plot, the Lee fam-
ily having been residents of Pinos Al
Fits His Case Exactly
"When father was sick about six
fears ago he read an advertisement
and he has not been sick since. My
pers that fit hia' case exactly," writes
Miss Margaret Campbell of Ft Smith,
A.rk. "He purchased a box of them
of Chamberlain's Tablets in the
had stomach trouble and was
also benefited by them." For sale by
ill dealers. Adv.
il me i
: MERCHANTS CAFE !
The Best Place to Eat j
j Breakfast, Dinner or Sopper !
; in Las Ve jas !
j'c. C. CLAYTON,
"
! 517 DOUGLAS AVE. ,
'I Next to Pstal Of fire f
tos for many years. Silver City In
dependent.
By looking at a map a person may
readily ascertain the time difference
between two given points by counting
four minutes to each degree, east or
west
V IsUv, &f A "life '
I f J OLIVE OlLlBj
PS &tf S" WITH HVPOPHOSPHITES Rifipi'
r fif? f '' 1 I h,"ri" wfayjfgr" --wS.
I ' At"
r J olive oil
EMULSION II
I UNITED DRUG c j '"S"
JtJOJUu I... --I II
John Moses Page, a former police-
man, who sent in the first alarm for
the great Boston fire in .1872, died
recently at his home in Everett,
Mass.
BASEBALL INJURY KILLS
The death occurred at Miss Witsch-ger'- s
hospital in this city Friday, De-
cember 5 of Frederick Garfield Lee,
only son of Mrs. R. R. Lee of Leopold.
Deceased was 14 years and 6 months
of age and his death following closely
upon that of his father comes as a
crushing blow to Wb mother end sis-
ters. His death, like his father's,
was the result of an accident. The
bay was struck on the forehead by a
baseball about four months ago, and
an abcess formed in the frontal bone,
LET US SEND YCU A IVJ
To put our New Metal
Uiit;t uii. . jon your doors siul wim'.jrtsja ki'i i
out cold and
FRANK ftE VELL
Professional Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-
cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hour?; 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. ni
E. G. MUR.PHEY.
Cor. Sixth and Douglas Sts.
EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
necessitating several operations, none '!:. a- iiir and KdiUfor
PBOxNE - Vga 4of which, however, gave permanentMeans
'Ong cl All" relief. Apparently lie was on the way
near- i .Vt- s.-
,! "W -
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i 1 LOCAL NEWS CHRISTMASNEW GOODS
LARGER CARS IN USE
Owing to the coming of the holi-
day season, the mail carrying capa-
city of the Santa Fe train service
has been increased by the use of 60-fo-
cars. The first of these cars to
pass through Las Vegas came early
CHRISTMASWeAre Distributers ofLIMBERTS
HOLLAND-DUTC- H
NEW GOODS
Dill Pickles.
Sour Pickles.1 '"'
w
Sweet Pickles.
Tomato Relish. '
Sweet Relish.
Melba Peaches.
Sweet Special Peaches.
Supreme Pears.
Supreme Cherries. ' !
Supreme Loganberris.
Supreme Apricots.
Monarch Blueberries.
Monarch Blackberries.
Monach Blueberries.
Monrach Red Raspberries.
Monarch Seles Figs.
-- 7
Li
ARTS CRAFTS
LIBRARY TABLES
FROM 30 TO
INCHESIN5IZEAT
VARIOUS PRICES
lipLUXURI005I5HAK1RFT5IZE5
G OH L
STEARN'S
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
ft if...,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL r
D.l'J.G OHO Oil tji
WWAJ0 BLAtffiETS
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge As-
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays. -
CHILES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
Is 10 Per Cent Discount
In Real Money Worth While
If So
Trsde cxt
TAUPEHT'S '
JEWELER.
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BAKING
NEC MEM
WE HAVE BEEN
FORTVNA TE
in securing- the entire output
of neckwear from a New York
Manufacturer at half price.
Values to sell at 50o and
7So we are offering at
35c
Come in and have first choice
Taichert's
Clothing Store
Correct Garments for Men
The funeral of Pompilo Buccl oc
curred this morning from the Church
of the Immaculate Conception. Inter-mn- t
was in Mount Calvary cemetery.
Mr. ipuccli died heer the early part, of
thia.weefc. w.' : ......
Postoffijces have been established
at the following places, in New Mex-
ico, according to orders received from
the postmaster general: Grande 'in
Union county; Dolores in Union coun-
ty, and Hopewell in Rio Arriba coun-
ty. The postoffice formerly known as
Lonney in Quay county has been
changed to Woodrow. The following
postmasters In the fourth class have
been commissioned: Bernard Falken-ric- h
at Akaneda; Benjamin Garcia at
Dolores; One Tudor at East Vaughn;
Gustav G. Freberg at Elmendorf;
Chester A. Floyd at Gibson; Ola
Jones at Grande; William W. White
at Haven; William J. Droek at Hol-len-
Thomas B. Ford at Hopewell;
Ruby R. Hedspefh at Kenna; James
E. Johnson at" Logan; E. M. Bodies
at Lumberton; R. K. Aldrich at Ma-
nuelito; F. Vt Herbert at Oriental;
Cosme Bacai&t Pintana; E. L. Ver-
nier at Sandoval; S. C. Hunter at
Texico; F. B. Strong at Ute Park;
Emma Stephenson at Woodrow and
J. W. Harlow at Yeso.
TELEPHONE GAME
WITH RAT0N1TES
ELKS OF LAS VEGAS AND THE
GATE CITY WILL PLAY TEN
PINS BY WIRE
Tonight at the Elks' club house
will occur a double-heade- r bowling
game between the Las Vegas Elks
and the antlered men of Raton. The
game will be played by telephone, as
was the contest Monday night with
the Albuquerque team, which was ar-
ranged for by The Optic and han-
dled successfully by this paper and
the Albuquerque Journal. The Elks
and their ladies are invited to wit-
ness the game, which will be played
at 8 o'clock.
The lineup for the Las Vegas teams'
is as follows:
Regulars Witten, Henriquez, 'Con-
way, Losey and McWenie.
Seconds Strass, Hoke, Martin, 1
Dupcan and a fifth man not' yet se-
lected. ;. ; .,, : ., i;m :
This game was arranged for by
Charles W. G. Ward, a bowling en-
thusiast among the Elks, who return-
ed yesterday from Raton.
JUDGE POLLARD DEAD
St. Louis, Dec. 12. William Jeffer-
son Pollard, who as judge of a St.
Louis police court achieved national
fame by his system of paroling drunk
ards on condition they sign the pledge,
died here today of heart disease.
Judge Pollard twice represented the
United States at the International
Conference on Alcoholism.
Subscribe for The Optic.
SERVES YOU RIGHT
BISMARK.
OUR SPECIALTIES
Fresh Oysters
K. C. Steaks, Guatemala
'
Coffee
OPEN ALL NIGHT
For holiday neokwear, see Taichert.
Adv.
Light automobile lamps at 5:31
o'clock this evening.
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
50c and 75o Christmas neckwear for
35c at Taichert's. Adv.
A big dance for all at F. B. ball
Thursday, December 25. Adv.
, Store open evenings from now until
Christmas. Bacharach's. Adv.
Cookies, like mother used to make
at Guild Hall, Saturday Adv.
33 3 off on bath robes and paja-
mas. Talcbert's Clothing Store. Adv.
Home made mince meat for sale at
the Guild Hall, Saturday December 13.
Adv.
3 off all over the house with a
few necessary restrictions. Bachar
ach's. Adv.
Aprons, handkerchiefs and fancy
work of all kinds will be on sale at
Guild Hall Saturday. Adv.
J. F. Sackman will continue in
painting, glazing and papering busi
ness. Phone Main 325. Adv.
For good home made candy,' 'and
Borne cooking and baking, go to Guild
Hall, Saturday, December 13. Adv.
Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Delicious home made candies for
sale at Guild Hall tomorrow, served
by the young ladles of the Altar
Guild. Adv.
The Y. M. C. A. has maintained' an
unusual record during the past month
in the renting of dormitory rooms, ev
ery room having been filled and from
1G to 18 men accommodated in 16
rooms.
The Elks' bowling ' tournament
games to have been played during
the remainder of this month have
been postponed until after New Year's
because of the rush of Christmas bus
iness, necessitating the attention of
clerks and employes at night.
Omar Wright was brought before
Judge D. R. Murray late yesterday af-
ternoon to answer the' charge of vag
rancy. He was given his choice of
serving 50 days in jail or hitting the
trail. He took the latter. Wright
was arrested by Chief of Police Ben
Coles yesterday.
Tonight at Temple Montefiore Dr.
Jacob H. Landau will speak upon
"The Stuggle Between Capital and
Labor and the Good and Evil of
Trade Unionism" at the regular serv
ices at the Temple Montefiore.
The services will begin at 8 o'clock,
The public will be welcomed.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal Univer
sity, said this morning that he has
had applications for two good teach
ers. The positions which it is desir-
ed to fill are good ones. Dr. Roberts
has asked The Optic to request
candidates for the positions to call
upon him at his office at the Normal.
Secretary P. H. Le Noir of the Y,
M. C.; A. this morning received word
to the effect that on December 19 J,
Judson McKln, general secretary of
the railroad Y. M. C. A. in St. Louis,
will visit this city. Mr. McKin is on
his way to Albuquerque and while
here will be shown over Las Vegas
and the surrounding country by Mr.
Le Noir.
Emile Clement, formerly employed
by the Santa Fe civil engineering de-
partment, has taken a position with
the Mountain States Telephone com
pany as collector, filling the position
vaacted by O. S. Peacock, who has
resigned to take up the insurance
business. Mr. Peacock will act aa lo
cal representative for the Heralds of
Liberty.
The suit of Thomas B. Catron
against a number of persons claiming
land upon the Antonio Ortiz grant
south of Las Vegas, which has been
upon the docket of the district court
for eorfie time, was settled today by
agreement Mr. Catron agrees to
recognize the rightB of a large num-
ber of claimants to lands upon the
grant, in fact, practically every claim
ant In return he is to be given Clear
title to the remainder of the grant,
which contains an Immense acreage.
Mr. Catron has claimed ownership of
the grant for many years.
li Hi
RALSTON WHEAT FOOD
Did you get one ot the re-
cipe books "Cake Secrets" from
Igleheart Bros., the Swan's
Down Cake Flour people 7
Try a package of Swans Down
Cake Flour or Graham Flour.
STORE
you cannot afford to use
any but the best flour
which is of course Our
Pride. Don't run the risk
of spoiling the bread, the
pudding, the pie, the cake.
Order a sack of Our Pride
flour to-da- y and make sure
of that part of your sup-
plies for the feast.
PHONE
131
no more for this year, for Christmas
is nearly here, but benefit may be
awarded the purchaser If he knows
exactly what he wishes to purchase
before entering the store.
A sale of cookies, dougnnuts and
sweet rolls will take place at St
Paul's Guild hall n Saturday after-
noon, December" 12. The table will
be in charge '.ofthe following girls,
directed by Mrs! - D. T. Hoekins and
Misa Loral: f,owry: Miss Dorothy
Abbott, Miss , kaura Earickson, Miss
Margaret Fiah, MIms Violet Hayward,
Miss Frances s, Miss Alice
Long, Miss Eusy "i'oore, Miss Eliza-
beth Padgett, Misa Eileen Southard,
Miss Frances Veeder, Miss Bernlce
Witten U( Miss Emilie Moye. Adv.
yesterday morning on the Santa Fe
Limited. This service probably will
be continued during the next three
weeks.
The 60-fo- cars have not been in
active service for the past year, be
ing used mainly for the purpose of
handling holiday mail last year. With
the increase ijthe weight of the par-
cel post and the growing general let-
ter service, the postal department this
year expects to handle the largest
business in its history.
TRAIN NO. 2 DERAILED
Last night about 7:65 o'clock east,
bound Santa Fe train No. 2 was de-
railed at the west switch of the stock
yards several miles north of Las
Vegas, This caused a delay of two
hours for westbound train No. 9. The
accident was caused when a coach
and a chair car hit a derailer on the
track. Train No. 9, which waa run-
ning late and was due to arrive in
Las Vegas about 8 o'clock, was held
until nearly 10 o'clock. No other
trains were delayed.
Luckily No. 2 was running at an
unusually slow speed at the time of
the accident or more serious .trouble
might have resulted. This'ftrain is!
one of the lastest running through
Laa Vega. The cars derailed suf-
fered no damage and the passengers
hardly noticed the. cars leaving the
tracks.
Sis'
FIREMEN ASK THE AID
OF ALL THE CITIZENS
THEY EXPECT TO MAKE THEIR
DANCE ON NEW YEAR'S EVE
A BIG SUCCESS
That the East Las Vegas Firemen's
New Year's Eve dance will be well
attended regardless of the numerous
other affairs that will take place on
that evening is the sincere wish bf
the' company.
Arrangements for the dance show
that the affair will be one of the most
interesting and pretty ever given by
the company. With the consideration
of the people in regard to the value
of a volunteer department and the
many difficulties that these boys have
to contend with, there should be no
reason why all Las Vegas cannot 1 up-po-
the dance this year better than
ever. For the sake of the mainten-
ance of the department, in addition
to the attractive affair that will be
given, every assistance should be
given by the citizens, according to
the firemen.
The general a'rrangements commit-
tee plans to make a complete can-
vass of the business section of the
city early next .week, and complete
the final arrangements. The com-
mittee also will sell advance tickets
for the dance. Supiport given the
company means better service from
the department in the future. .
FOX GETS A DRAW
Denver, Dec. 12. Benny Chaves, of
Trinidad, and Jimmy Fox, of San
irancisco, fought 15 fast rounds to a
draw here last night. Referee Gallag
her's decision was not a popular one.
'
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BOUCHER'S
Have You Tried
Our
Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer
Kraut
Figs, Nuts, Etc. Etc.
BOUCHERS
Recalled Every
Day in the Year
In the prescents pur-
chased from our
store.
Pay our store a.
visit. It will pay us
both.
J. C. Johnson
h&Son
Christmas Furniture Read-Bkfc- S
quarters
Hi
'4
M
H
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the great powers to recognize the
infant republic, it was pointed out
that the United States would be re-
luctant to take a step which might
increase danger to the constitutional
government.
Officiate here feel that American
and other foreign troops are an ele-
ment throughout the province of Clu--
which not only guarantees the
safety of foreign nations, but like-
wise to restrain various turbulent ele-
ments which persistently plot against
the seat of authority.
At present the United States ha,
33 marines at Peking commanded by
Major Dion Williams, and 34 officers
and 82 enlisted men, all infantry, com-
manded by Colonel John C. Tillson.
The latest available figures show
the combined strength of troops of
the other powers in Chi-- at &v4'
proximately 9,000 officers and mens
distributed as follows: Austria, fare
officers, 82 men; Belgium, one officer,
30 men; Great Britain, 90 officers
(white), 1,940 men (white), 15 offi-
cers (Indian), 800 men (Indian);
France, 46 officers, 1,356 men; Ger-
many, 17 officers, 442 men; Italy, 7
officers, 214 men; Japan, 90 officers,
1,687 men; Holland, one officer, 34
men; Russia, 28 officers, i,081 men.
DUEL OF BULLETS IN
REHT. YORK STREET
GANGMEN ENGAGE IN A WAR
.THAT FRIGHTENS PEDES-
TRIANS TO HYSTERICS
New York, Dec. 12. Fifty shots
were fired this morning near the
Fourth avenue entrance of Madison
Square Garden in 'a battle royal be-
tween two gangs that have infested
the garden during the six-da- v bi
cycle race. -
A ' Madison avenue street car was
commandered by one element as a
barricade. While bullets whistled in
all directions, passengers threw them-
selves face downward on the floor.
The police were prompt in reaching
the scene, but the combatants jump-
ed into automobiles and escaned. So
far as known, no oiie was hurt.
' " -
In dry Vr sound travels 1,442 feet.
per second, in water 4.900 feet, in
iron 17,500 feet.
LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL
ill tie Home of the Best of Everything Eatable
;
,
Leave Your Orders
Here For That
XMAS TURKEY
as Chavez was the fresher of the Iwo
at the finish, the aggressor in all but
the first four rounds and scored the
only knockdown in the bout.
Fox was in distress as early as the
second round and only heroic work on
the part of his trainers enabled him
to weather the storm.
Pox displayed great cleverness in
the first three rounds, arid seemed to
have Chaves at sea. In the fifth
round, Chavez's new jianager sent
Benny out after Fox aJ the tide of
battle soon turned.
Referee Unholz called the eight-roun- d
preliminary between Earl Den-in- g
of Chicago, and ''Leslie Winters,
of Nashville, a drawf'Sna did also
the d bout between O. K.
Ketchum and Kid Murphy, of Denver.
FOREIGNERS; ARE SAFE
IN CITY OF PEKING
SO PfCLARES RUSSIA, ASKING
OTH E R' rJ AT IONS TO W
SOLDIERS
Peking, Dec. 12. The Russian gov-
ernment today proposed the with-
drawal of all foreign troops from Pe-
king and the entire province of Chi-L- i,
China, including the legation
guards, the regiments at Tien Tsln
and the troops guarding the railway
between the sea and Peking. "Russia
considers conditions in the north of
China no longer dangerous to for-
eigners.
I America l Surprised ,, j m
Washington, Dec. lr Russia's pro-
posal that all foreign troops be with-
drawn from Peking and JChi-- prov-
ince created surprise at the state
department, in vlov of present un-
settled conditions in that part of the
Chinese republic. Nothing official
on the subject , has been received
here, either from the Russian foreign
office or from the American legation
at Peking.
In the absence of word from Ameri
can Minister Reinsch, Secretary Bryan
would not comment oa the suggestion
of the Russian minister. Other of-
ficials thought it by no means cer-
tain that the United States would ac-
quiesce should such a proposition be
formally presented. As the first of
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
KNOW YOUR WANTS
Ton more days and. all Las "Vegas
will celebrate the Joyous season of the
Christmas Uitk uuring those
ten days the man, woaan and ehiU
iil be busily occi-p'- In decrdlos
vjvm and buying those gifts wac.i
tv.'i" be bestowed upo:i tteir frleu.li
and relatives.
The stores will keep an open door
each evening from now on until
Christmas and purchases for this
season may be made day and night.
As this season is the one looked for-
ward to by the clerks as the hardest
end most distressing of the year, peo-
ple who wish to make purchases
should be well prepared and brief
In their shopping. The continual
cry of "Do your shopping early" Is
A
(
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Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
yovi, and invite you to look at their goods. . . . . . . .
I!
Navajo andGENUINE blankets.
Leather and Beaded
hand bags, Penants, Ban-
ners, Mexican Filigree nd
Indian Jewelry, Teneiff
and Mexican drawn work.
Stationery, Post Cards,
Booklets, Picture Frames,
Candies, Cigars. ....
nsras
iESTlOPS
THE BROWNE THEATRE
THURSDAY. FRIDAY and SATURDAY
December 11, 12 and 13,
The Last Days of Pompeii
6-REE- LS-6
ADMISSION, ADULTS 25 Cents, CHILDREN 15 Cents
80
MURPHEY'S DRUG STORE
HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS
PARISIAN IVORY, CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED CHINA,
' GIFT BOOKS, MESH BAGS,
SHOPPING BAGS, INITIAL BOX PAPER, CORRESPONDENCE CARDS, LIGGETT' S CHOCO-
LATES, HUYLER'S CANDIES, FRENCH PERFUMES, BRASS GOODS.
Let MURPHEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS
SJLmW BAER'S CURIO
i
OUR CANDIES
MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTS
Everything strictly first class and all candies fresh and
wholesome
TRY US THIS YEAR.
Simpkins Bros. Candy Co.
WeMeanSay CLEANING
We will wash your three piece suit In gasoline by modern
machinery and press it for i $1.50
AVe can sponge it by the ordinary method and press it for. ..75c
THE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS
DO IT MOW
ORDER. YOUR
CHRISTMAS CAND
All Around
Satisfaction
Will be the result of your
purchase if it comes from
us.
Remember our name on
the box means a lot.
Emenaker
The Jeweler
Cards and Monogram
Stationery
Make Good Christmas
Presents
We have the finest line of fancy Boxes and Baskets ever
shown in Las Vegas. Make your selection now and five
y us plenty of time to pack (hem
Potter Candy Co.
- (SIDON'T FORGA Very Appropriate Christmas Present
A black or brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with furor plain top
IF.YOU WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK
That When in Need of
PURE WINES, LIQUORS OR DEER
You can obtain same by calling' up Greenclay's Family Li-
quor Store Main 212, the most te Liquor House in
the state
Get Them of The
614 Dougla.s Ave.Hedgcock
Optic Publishing Company
Mexican Art Jewelry
including: filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent
Christmas gifts
We have the most original line In the West
Salbino Lvijan
The Jeweler - Bridge Street
Buy Your Holiday Goods
From
W. F. Doll
Indian Curios, Real Indian
Pottery, Art Leather, Drawn
Work, Etc.
509 6th. St. East Las Vegas
Don't Get Stung
ON PICTURE
FRAMING
" Co to TK
VARIETY SHOP
THEY KNOW HOW
703 " Dovgla. Ave.
...,..
We Have a Complete Line C6
O F :
AFCY n Fill
LI Lllmu si.J I ai I w J
f,!ade at the
Shumate Studio
are excellent Xmas Gifts.
Thone Main 22 1
WHY NOT AmmmP
Y. M. O. A.
FOR YOUR BOY9AS A CHRISTMAS PFtCdENT
Can You Thick of a Better Present?
We've 70 New But Can Take Care of More
Up-todateTai- lor
Goods
of the latest designs in
foreign & domestic fabrics
JOSEPH H1LLBRAN0
Merchant Tailor 619 Douglas
Buy a Perfect
Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's Xmas Present
From
II. S. VAN PETTEN
Generr.l State Ajont
Holiday Goods
For your Selection. Come early and
avoid the rush
CentraJ Drag Co.
K. O. GOODALL. Manager
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PROCLAMATION
Whereas, in conformity with Chap
sanitary work as in all the other ef-
forts of the human race, the greatest T5?e LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFFMEMBER WAS APUBLIC HEALTH A T5he OPTIC SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERSTHE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE! ALWAYS HANDLED
SOCIETY DIRECTORYwAjT
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO,
MITCH 0
C0IE0
SURGEON GENERAL NOTICES IN-
CREASE IN INTEREST IN
SANITATION
New York, Dec 12. "Public health
is a public utility. A dollar laid out
In sanitation 1b not an expenditure
but a loan, which wil ba returned an
hundred fold," declared Surgeon Gen-
eral Rupert Blue of the United States
Dublic health service here today In
an address before the Association of
Life Insurance Presidents
"Any municipality, state or nation
an have public health if it will but
pay the price," continued the surgeon-genera- l.
"The most needed reforms
in public health administration are
greater between public
officials, the employment of full time
workers, establishment of laboratories,
accurate collection of vital statistics
and the setting aside of sufficient
fnnds to accomplish those things.
"The future of sanitary administra-
tion in this country depends upon the
interest which the citizens take in its
development. There u no better x
of the state of civilization of a
community than the manne.r 5n which
it approaches its public health prob
lems. There is still much room for
re.'orm in the Banltary administration
of many states and municipalities in
our country, and not the least impor-
tant duty devolving upon the health
off clals of this nation is the education
of the general public to the end that
sanitary reforms will not only be ac-
cepted hut will also be earnestly
sought for.
"Our slow progress In the direction
of a perfect national health is due
to the fact that the people have not
as yet fully realized its importance
and have not demanded that protec-
tion against preventable disease which
they have a right to expect from their
administrative officials. Neither have
they demanded legislation and appro-prlat'on- s
which are essential to the
successful prosecution of public health
--vork. There are two main causes
for the paucity of sanitary legislation,
public indifference and economic op
position.
"The feverish energy in sanitary
matters which characterize the gen
t ral public in time of epidemic soon
fives way to lethargy and indifference
to public health matters. The aver-
age individual la willing to take a
chance of contracting a disease when
it sponis a long way off, and it is
j!y when it is close upon him and
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2. A. f. A
A. M. Regular com-
municationA first and
third Thursday In
ca month. Tlalting
brothers cordially in- -
rltsuf Wm ix win- -
W. M., H. fl
.faa Petten, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS
.,
COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Jk. aW KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- -
W w UB- -
Ir- - 1y In each month at Ma--
otjuv twrw m : P. n. U. H.
Klakal C; Chaa. Tamne, R
cxxrdlsr.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S. ROY.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
as',oJ vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
A. Brinegar, IL P.; F. o.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p.
' Blood, Secretary.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evenine at
their hall on Sixth street All victim
brethren cordially Invited to atte;l
F. D. Fries, N. Q.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Worts
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcoclt, Cemetery
Trustee.
B. P, O. ELKS Meet second arid
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenne. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O.. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 n. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan-
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, tf. M.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ant
fourth Thursday evening eacl
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitin
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
J. LODGE NO. 54'
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month in the vestry roomi
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock 1
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl;
Love at Woodmen ol the World bali
on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague, Local Deputy. Vlsltlnn
members are especially welcone
cordially invited.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
tiurth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
RETAIL
102 Meets every Monday night al'
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock. Visiting members are eof
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pre
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. B,
Bally, Treasurer.
LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive Depart
No. 2. 7:20 p. m.. . '.. 7:45 p. m.
No. 4. .11:54 p. m 11:59 p. m.
No. 8. . 2:25 a. m 2:30 a. m.
No. 10. . 1:35 p. m 2:00 p. m.
West Bound
Arrive Depart
No. . 1:10 p. m.A... 1:35 p. m,
No. . 6:35 a. m 6:40 a. m.
No. . 4:20 p. m 4:30 p. m.
No. . 6:35 p. m 7:00 p. m.
ATTOKNEVao
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunka
Attorneyt-at-La-
Las Vegas, New Mexle
For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i-fyou use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
It giving you
a present for do-
ing something
1
you d do uny
way when you
learn how Much
BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR really is. g
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
y x SPOONGENUINE ITWM.S
ROGERS &
f SONS'CAASTANDARD
SILVER
i FRENCH
GREY (STER-
LING) FINISH
EMPRESS
can be oK--
1 .1 ?. t . 0j tamed in tnu cuy irora
ALL GROCERS '
PRICES
20c per 101 lbs.
25c per 10S lbs.
SOc par 100 lbs.
, 40c pr 1t lbs.
50c pr 1t lbs.
good can be accomplished, in the
shortest space of time and with a
minimum expenditure of funds and
labor by a concentrated,
effort ,
The most needed reform in the
administration of all of the various
parts of the public health arm of the
nation is an active and generous co-
operation one with the other. The
public health service cannot "succeed
in the fullest extent If It is not as-
sisted by the state and local health
authorities. The state departments of
health cannot discharge their duties
with greatest profit without the help
of the county and municipal hoards
of health, and all of them to succeed
In the broadest way must
one with the other and all as a whole.
"The form which this
should take is capable of endless var
iation and untold multiplicity, but the
first and one of the most important
single factors is in the collection of
Vital statistics. The registration area
for deaths at present occupies only
about two-third- s of the country. An
endeavor is being made to establish
a registration area for morbidity and
this is a most needed reform in public
health administration.
"It is the first glory of the period
in which we live that we have recog-
nized our responsibility as our broth
er's keeper. That public official who
brings physical salvation to his fel
low man has gone a long way toward
the promotion of the moral welfare
and eeneral happiness of the com
mimltv. The worker dn the field of
sanitation does more for the moral
uplift of the nation than any other
official agency.
"Most of the states and many of
the municipalities grant adequate pub
He health authority to their officials
Practically all are willing to do so if
the matter Is placed before them in
its true light The great difficulty,
however, lies in the securing of ap
propriation. It must be said that the
education of the general public with
regard to matters sanitary has not
yet brought about a full realization
of the interchangeability of public
health and public wealth."
"SYRUP OF FIGS" FOR
CONSTIPATED CHILD
DELICIOUS "FRUIT LAXATIVE"
CAN'T HARM STOMACH,
LIVER AND BOWELS
Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
Figs," that this Is their ideal laxative,
because they love its pleasant taste
and It thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels with
out griping.
When cross, Irritable, feverish or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and in a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the
bowels, and you have a well, playful
child again. When its little system
Is full of cold, throat sore, has stom
ach-ach- diarrhoea. Indigestion, colic
remember, a good "msioe cleansing
should always be the first treatment
given.
Millions of mothers keep "Califor-
nia Syrup of Figs" handy; they know
a teaspoonful today eaves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask your druggist for a
50-ce- bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Beware of coun-
terfeits eold here, bo dont be fooled.
Get the genuine, made by "California
Fig Syrup Company." Adv.
with LOCAI. APPLICATIONS as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure It you
must take internal rememes. tiau s
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, ana
acts directly upon the blood and mu-
cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
not a quack medicine. It was
una nf th heat nhvsicians
In this country for years and Is a
regular prescription. It 18 oomposea
with th hetit blond miriflers. acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingreo.- -
lentH 1 what iwortiicen euch WOndeP
ful results in curlne catarrh. Send
Fnr tAnllmrintalH. frea. -
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To
ledo, O.
Hnlrl DnxrelBts. tmce 75C.
Take Halls' Family Pills for. con
stipation. Adv.
Vr.ORAR
X'c
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ter No. 78 of the laws of the state of
New Mexico passed at the second reg-
ular session of the first legislature of
said state for the year 1913, provi
sion is made for the holding of spe-
cial elections to regulate the barter.
sale and exchange of intoxicating li
quors in district designated, within
any county of New Mexico and a pro
per petition having been filed by quali
fied electors of the following describ-
ed districts, within the county and
state aforesaid;
Now. Therefore, the Board of Coun
ty Commissioners of the County of San
Miguel, State of New Mexico, on this
first Monday of November, A. D. 1913,
in regular session, does hereby proclaim
and give public notice, that a special
election will be held within the fol-
lowing described district, county of
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
Tuesday, December 23rd, A, D. 1913,
for the purpose of submitting to the
qualified electors of said district the
Question of whether or not the barter.
sale or exchange of intoxicating li
quors shall be prohibited therein as
provided by said act towit:
District proposed to be voted for as
prohibition district. -
Said district has the same boun-
daries as Precinct No. 12 of said
county, such boundaries being as
follows: on the North by the
Arroyo de Pecos; South by the
top of the hill called Guzano;
East by line running between or
dividing Las Colonlas and Rowe;
and on the West by the same
line of the precinct running to-
wards the top of the Mesa de
Pecos;
and the polling place designated with
in such district and the election Judg
es and Clerks named to conduct said
special election at such polling place
by order of the said Board rendered
this day, are as follows, to-wi-
Polling Place.
House of Pablo A. Sena.
Election Judges.
1. Nestor Padilla.
2. Anastacio Herrera.
3. Cosme Esquibel.
Election Clerks.
1. Casimlro Ortiz.
2. Pablo A. Sena.
and except as herein otherwise pro
vided, said above special election
shall be held and conducted as pro
vided by law for general elections.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 3rd day of November A. D. 1913,
by the Board of County Commission
er of the Countv of San Miguel. New
Mexico, in open session.
Board of County Commissioners of
the County of San Miguel, State of
New Mexico By
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman
(Seal)
Attest:
LOREXZO DELGADO, Clerk.
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, in conformity with
Chapter No. 78 of the Laws of the
State of Now Mexico passed at the
Second Regular Session of the First
Legislature of said State for the year
1913, provision is made for the hold
ing of special elections to regulate
the barter, sale and exchange of in
toxicating liquors In Districts desig
nated within any County of New Mex-
ico and a proper petition having been
filed by qualified electors of the fol-
lowing described District, within the
County and State aforesaid;
Now, Therefore, The Board of Coun.
Commissioners of the County of
San Miguel. State of New Mexico, on
this first Monday of November, A. D.
1913. In regular session, does hereby
proclaim and give Public Notice, that
special election will be held within
the following described District, Coun
ty of San Miguel, State of New Mex-
ico, on Tuesday, December 23rd, A.
D. 1913, for the purpose of submitting
to the qualified electors of said Dis-
trict the question of whether or not
the barter, sale or exchange of in
toxicating liquora shall be prohibited
therein as provided by said Act, to
wit: District proposed to be voted for
as Prohibition District
Bounded on the East by a line
running North and South through
the point where the wagon road
from the Town of Las Vegas
crosses the Hot Springs Railway,
which is 1315 feet easterly from
the Canyon Lime Company Kiln,
on the West by fl north and south
line through the west boundary
of Section 35, Township 17 North,
Range 15 East of New Mexico
Meridian on the North by a line
running easterly and westerly on
the tops of the mountain range
which bounds the Gallinas Can-
yon on the north, on the South
by a line running easterly and
westerly on the top of the moun-
tain range, which bounds- the
Gallinas Canyon on the south,
and the polling place designated with-
in euch District and the election
judges and clerks named to conduct
said special election at such polling
place by order of the said Board ren-
dered this day, are as follows, to-wi-
Polling Place:
WAND SET
Mill
PRECIPITATION AN DTEMPERA-TUR-
WERE ABOVE THE NOR-
MAL; SAYS LINNEY
Santa Fe, N. M., Df. 12. The
month of November, 1913, averaged
much above the normal both in tem
perature and precipitation. November
in 1897 (46.5 degrees) and in 1901
(4G.4 degrees) averaged warmer than
the month just closed, but with these
exceptions it was the warmest Novem
ber during the last 20 years. The
excess in temperature was general
throughout the state, although great
est in the lower Rio Grande valley
and the valleys adjacent. No severe
weather was experienced, and no zero
temperatures were recorded. On the
other hand, no very high temperatures
were recorded. On the other hand
no very high temperatures occurred
the month proving remarkably equa
ble. The third to fifth were geenrally
the coldest days of the month,
though In western counties the twen
tynlnth was, and the sixth to tenth
the warmest.
With the exception of November,
1905, when the precipitation was more
than twice that of the month just
closed, it was the wetest November
in the last 20 years. Small areas in
eastern Lincoln and Otero, western
Chaves, northern Valencia, Colfax and
central Mora received less than the
normal fall, then elsewhere an excess
occurred. It was greatest in the
southwestern counties, the lower Rio
Grande, the east central counties and
extreme northwest.
November is usually a dry month
much given to sunshine, but the month
just closed was mild, partly cloudy
and wet. After the twelfth precipi
tation occurred at some point within
the state each day, and the rains of
the sixteenth and seventeenth and
twenty-thir- d and twenty-fourt- h were
general and heavy. Considerable snow
occurred over the higher northern dis
trlcts, the mountain areas and north
east counties. But the fall below the
middle of the state was very light
except over the White and Sacramen
to mountains, and little snow occur
red in western counties. The aver
aae for the state was accordingly
less than normal, although the depth
nvpr the northern mountains was
greater. '
The sunshine of the month was con
siderably less than normal; there
were la clear days, nine partly cloudy
and six cloudy. At Santa Fe there
was 64 per cent of the total possible
sunshine, and at Roswell 57 per cent
The relative humidity averaged
per cent at the Agricultural college,
69 per ceut at Roswell and 70 per
cent at Santa Fe. Winds were light,
as a rule, and prevailing southwest
erly.
Temperature
The mean temperature for the state,
as determined from the records of 87
stations, having a mean altitude of
about 5,000 feet, was 46.1 degrees, or
3.4 degrees above the normal for No
vember, and 5.3 degrees above No-
vember, 1912. The highest monthly
mean temperature was 55.5 degrees
at Carlsbad, and the lowest 34.6 de
grees at Ellzabethtown. The highest
recorded temperature was 88 degrees
at Yogan on the sixth, and the lowest
two degrees at Elizabethtown fin the
fift. The greatest local monthly
range of temperature was 65 degrees
at Logan, and the least 37 degrees
at Santa Fe, while the greatest local
dailv range was 57 at Hondo reser
voir on the sixth. The district aver--
a. wer as follows: No. 7 (Cana
dian and northeast) 46.2 degrees; No.
(Pecos and Rio Grande) 46.1 de
greeB; No. 9 (westernj o.j
Precipitation
The average for the state, as de- -
tBrmined from the recodls of 149 sta
wnfl 1.30 inches, or 0.70 Inch
ahnvn the normal, and 1.21 Inches
trroator than November. 1912. The
ersatest monthly amount fas 4.10 In
ches at Hermosa, western Sierra
county, 'and the least 0.15 inch at
Bluewater, northwest Valencia coun-
-
tv. The greatest abount In any X
consecutive hours was 1.80 inches at
Lordsburz on the sixteenth. The av
erase snowfall for the state was 2.6
hnhoc nHfcnupii the average over
that part where snow really fell was
much gre.er. ' The !'erage number
of days with 0.01 inch or more preci
pitation was five. The district aver
follows: No. 7 1.04 inch;
No. 8, 1.30 inch; No. 9, 2.39 Inches.
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Section Director.
II. V. Esmond, the well known Eng-
lish actor and author, is about to
come to this country with his wife,
Eva Moore.
COLUMN
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
Five cents per Una each Inurtlon.
Estimate six ordinary word to a lino.
No ad to occupy leta spaco than two
lines All advertisement charged
will be booked at space actually act
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN t,
Wanted
WANTED A ranch to care for dur
ing winter by experienced farmer
and stock man; will stay' stated pe
riod if proposition Is satisfactory.
S, Optic office.
WANTED Work of any kind. Re
plies to be in before Saturday. Car
los B. Archuleta.
WANTED Girl for general house
work. Apply 1100 Seventhstreet
TO TRADE For irrigated or dry
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Ad
dress H, care Optic
For CaSo
FOR SALE Good Singer sewing ma
chine; a bargain. 612 National ave
nue.
FOR SALE A 1,000-poun- d horse; a
bargain if taken at once. 120
Grand avenue.
FOR SALE 4 hole Imperial range.
Uood condition. 920 Tilden Ave
FOR SALE One upright piano. 307
Eleventh street Phone Main 176,
For Rent
FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln.
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 6301.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.
ftllsccitanccuB
FOR EXCHANGE Three room house
on good corner will trade for live
stock, either horses or cattle. Ad-
dress H., Optic.
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
N. M.
House of Juan Benvides, Hot
Springs, N. M.
Election Judges:
1. Lorenzo Leal, Hot Springs, N. M.
2. Juan Benavides, Hot Springs,
N. M.
3. Marcelino Lovato, Hot Springs,
N M.
Election Clerks:
1. Jose N, Crespln.
2. Felipe Lobato.
and except as herein otherwise pro- -
viaea, said above special election
shall be held and conducted as pro.
vlded by law for general elections.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 3rd day of November, A. D. 1913,
by The Board of County Commission-
ers of the County of San Miguel, New
Mexico, in open session.
Board of County Commissioners of
the County of San Miguel State of
New Mexico. By
FIDEL ORTIZ Chairman.
Attest:
LORENZO DELGADO, ClerK.
(S1!AL) ,
Wheezing In the lungs indicates that
phlegm Is obstructing the air passages.
BALLARD'S HOREHODND SYRUP
loosens the phlegm so that it can be
coughed up and ejected. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
in spectacular farm that he appre-- '
elates Its danger. A single case of
; leprosy in a city will create wide-
spread excitement, while a thousand
cases of measles, which in their final
results are infinitely more dangerous,
.are permitted to occur without re-
mark.
"Results of the past decade of san-ritar- y
activity have been to prove that
: the prolongaUon of life is entirely
practicable, and this prolongation lias
' been largely brought about by im-
provement in sanitary administration.
The time Is not long since passed
when the public health official who
iboidly pointed out the needs for san-Itar- v
improvement In the factories of
2,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Dslvery .
1,000 lb, to 2,000 lbs Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1.000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs to 200 lbs Each Dslivsry
Less than 50 lbs Each Dslivsry
AGUAPURA COMPANY
Harvesters, IS torera, sad Distributors ol Natmral Ice. ths Purity tas
Lasting Qualities of Whleh Have Made Las Vetaa famou
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
wealthy corporation endangered his
posi't'on. Today such criticisms are
gladly received and promptly acted
,. The efficiency of human ma
chinery is quite aa important as the
efficiency of the other macninery in
the factories, and the realization of
this fact has resulted in an extension
of the powers and duties of the pub-
lic health authorities.
'Th miditv of method and appar- -
nt fcveone days was only equalled
by the administrative inefficiency
of
w m. To cite concrete examples,
wt.laa of Creasy and Agincourt
were won through the efforts of
commanders supported by
nmnanies having but a faint re--
- .," u ormv aa a whole. The
,otoat hatUa of modern times
i..wDan tha LTaoanese and
a at. Mukden, was, on the con
oarriRtl bv the victors only
thnugh the concerted and integrating
ffnrt of a vast fighting macmne
the various arms of which occupied
of territory, yet operated with
a deadly accuracy in which each and
very part of the army discharged
ut rtnties without endeavoring! for
Individual brilliancy and with the
einle aim of interlocking efficiency
without loss of power or time.
aanitarv machine of this coun
a. vast orcanimtion, reaching
m he White House to the hum
blest cottage in the United States.
n, Aa has nassod when y mm
'tattle against dis-
ease
vldual brilliancy a
foes may be wou without regard
which, are gomgto the engagements
oil nbont us. We Wf m an as
in which efficiency ia the slogan. Wefall
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
Classified 4. tea-re- a out ths peopis to vaem amoas m
those who MIGHT EWY ths particular talag ts worth mml
That property yoa waat to sell is WOKTH MUSI m
wh reads ths ads. la tals artrspapsr ass oai ar asat f
your property unlets it wars advertised ssrs
Others- - who read and aasreraus la this awciar waat t&4
are anxious U pay eaah tor) books, aatomoblles, ased auejuasf?
and furniture, arUelsa of ks amass ! aa? , sen, aad masieai i
stnimeat.
As the classified ads. ara read kr all veasisis byn, et an u
slbls sorts ef things, tasy have sobs ts ba tladers f the ixa.t im.v
sets.
if
U
2Athat in
aire nl sore
